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Editorial from the Director-General
Dear Colleagues,
I begin with the sad news of which I am sure you are now all
aware, the unexpected passing of the Chair of the SKA
Board, Professor Giovanni (Nanni) Bignami. Nanni and I
were travelling to Madrid on 24th May, to meet with a senior
Spanish government official about the SKA; Nanni tragically
died soon after arriving at the hotel on that afternoon. Alistair
McPherson, Luca Stringhetti and I, representing the SKA
project, attended an event at the Milan Museum of Science
and Industry a week later, which was a celebration of Nanni’s
life; more than 500 people were present. I had known but not
fully appreciated the massive amount of work that Nanni did
in bringing science to the public, through television, books,
articles and newspapers; but this was brought out well at the
event.
An excellent obituary of Nanni was recently published in Nature Astronomy.
Those of you who follow the SKA closely, and that must be all of those who read this eNews, will
be aware of the huge efforts across the project, from staff in the SKA office, the design consortia
and the science community, to identify possible cost-saving options for SKA Phase 1.
Before delving into the Cost Control Project, I am pleased to note that the work on reducing the
estimates for the cost of construction of the design baseline of SKA-1 continue to bear fruit. The
June 2017 figures, through continuing maturity of processes and updated estimates from industry,
now stand at €806M, a reduction of €22M from the February numbers.
As indicated in the previous eNews, we have had, since November 2016, a specific ‘Cost Control
Project (CCP)’ that has been studying possible cost-saving options. I won’t repeat the whole story
here, but suffice to say, the options proposed have been submitted to detailed scientific scrutiny,
by the SKA’s Science Working Groups, by the Science and Engineering Advisory Committee
(SEAC) and, for three specific issues, by dedicated external Science Assessment Teams.
In addition, in the spirit of attempting to identify potential cost savings, several design changes
were proposed. The most significant of these was a proposal to change the beam-forming
architecture on SKA1-low in Western Australia from a digital system to one that uses analogue
beam-forming, a development of that used on LOFAR and the MWA. A highly-experienced and
external group of experts participated in what we call a Resolution Team (RT) to evaluate the pros
and cons of such a design change. The RT provided a deep and thorough analysis of the problem
and concluded that the digital beam-forming solution was preferred for SKA1-low. That decision
was therefore taken and the design team is continuing its work on the digital systems.
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The culmination of all this work was a report to the SKA Board at its meeting in Den Haag, NL on
18-19 July. The report was very well received. Below, I provide an extract from the ‘Notes from the
Chair’, which summarise the conclusions of the Board on the CCP.
The Board meeting itself was chaired by Lars Börjesson of Chalmers University in Sweden, who is
the Swedish voting Director and vice-Chair of the Board. The Board has formed a search
committee to identify and appoint a new Board Chair.

A key outcome on the matter of the CCP was the adoption of the concept of a ‘deployment
baseline’, which is defined in the text below:
The Board acknowledged the excellent work undertaken as part of the Cost Control Project
(CCP), initiated at the November 2016 meeting (BD-22), in bringing the cost of the SKA1 Design
Baseline down. The Design Baseline, set in March 2015, remains the long-term ambition of the
SKA1 project and the focus of the design consortia as they progress their work towards the
Critical Design Reviews.
The CCP has identified a route for delivering two transformational telescopes within the set cost
cap of €674M (2016 euros). The Board approved the definition of a ‘Deployment Baseline’,
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corresponding to the telescopes currently deliverable at that funding level. The Deployment
Baseline takes advantage of the scalable nature of interferometers.
The current deployment baseline is set out in the table below. This has been defined following an
analysis from the SKA Office in collaboration with the engineering design consortia and in
consultation with the science community. The Board now looks to the science community, and
particularly to the SKA Science and Engineering Advisory Committee, to regularly review the
deployment baseline to confirm its ability to deliver transformational science.
The Board agreed to wrap up the Cost Control Project as a separate project. However, it
challenges the SKA Office and consortia to continue reducing project construction and operations
costs as a high priority, while maintaining the project’s intent to deliver the world’s best radio
telescopes.
The Board is confident that the project is now in a position to transition the SKA Organisation to
formal intergovernmental status.
The current deployment baseline, compared to the design baseline, is:
Design
Baseline

Deployment
Baseline

No. dishes

133

130

Max. Baseline

150 km

120 km

Band 1 Feeds

133

130

Band 2 Feeds

133

130

Band 5 Feeds

133

67

Pulsar Search
(PSS)

500 nodes

375 nodes

SKA1-mid

SKA1-low
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No. stations

512

476

Max. Baseline

65 km

40 km

Pulsar Search

167 nodes

125 nodes

Common
Compute Power 260 PFLOPs

50 PFLOPs

Note: The Board has taken note of recent science advice on the maximum baseline length of the
SKA-low configuration and looks forward to further advice on this issue.
Deployment baseline:
‘The final Deployment Baseline of SKA-1 shall be defined in the Construction Proposal. It will
include as much of the Design Baseline as can be afforded at that time. The current deployment
baseline is formulated on the assumption that €674M (2016 Euros) will be available. Scientific
assessment of the current deployment baseline demonstrates that the SKA Observatory will
deliver transformational science capabilities. Re-instatement of the omitted capabilities, up to the
full restoration of the Design Baseline, is planned, either during or after the construction phase,
should additional funding become available.’
All involved in this work should be proud of their efforts and pleased that we have identified a route
by which the SKA can move to CDR and, following approval by the future SKA Observatory
Council, to construction.
I hope you enjoy this edition of the SKA eNews.
Professor Philip Diamond, SKA Organisation Director-General.
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Reports from the Consortia
Central Signal Processor
Overview
Design of the SKA Central Signal Processing
(CSP) Element
Who are we?
The “Central Signal Processor” (CSP) Consortium is
comprised of 13 signatories from 8 countries with
more than 10 additional participating organisations. The Consortium includes a rich mixture of
engineers, scientists and managers from various academic institutions, industry and government
labs spread over 5 continents (see https://www.skatelescope.org/csp/ for more details). As might
be expected, it has been a challenge to proceed efficiently with such a diverse and distributed
team.
The lead organisation of the Consortium is the National Research Council of Canada (NRC).
NRC has contracted MDA Systems Ltd. (MDA) to assist in leading the Consortium. Sean
Dougherty of NRC has now taken over as Consortium Leader from David Loop who has retired.
We are very thankful to David Loop for his leadership over these years and wish him well in his
retirement.
What are we designing?
The CSP Element includes design of the hardware and associated firmware/software necessary
for the generation of visibilities, searching for new pulsar candidates, and pulsar timing data from
the telescope arrays. More background on the CSP can be found in the previous eNews
submissions: http://newsletter.skatelescope.org/category/pdf-version-of-enews/
Current Status of Design Activities
Since the last eNews submission in April the CSP Team has completed another round of costing
in May and has been updating the ICDs and progressing the requirements to pave the way to
CDR. In addition, the team has supported the Cost Control Project initiatives evaluating the
impacts of various scenarios. At present the CSP Team has been directed to proceed with the
“Frequency Slice Approach” for the Mid Correlator Beamformer and the 3 beams/node
architecture for the Pulsar Search Engine. The Engineering Meeting in Rotterdam in June was
well attended by the CSP Consortium and many good discussions were held.
The sub-element design teams have continued to progress with detailed design and prototyping
as they approach their CDRs. There has been continued activity on the system engineering side
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(requirements, ICDs, modeling, processes, standards, ILS/RAMs). There are still challenges in
finalising the Level 1, 2, and 3 requirements required for efficient progression to CDR.

Figure 1: The CSP Team at the Engineering Meeting in Rotterdam.
Key Sub-element Design Development
Local Monitoring and Control (LMC)
The CSP Local Monitoring and Control (LMC) Sub-element is responsible for coordinating all the
CSP processing functions according to commands from the Telescope Manager (TM), returning
status rolled-up from the various processing sub-elements, and configuring and sequencing the
sub-elements. This sub-element is being led by NRC with assistance from NCRA and INAF. The
CSP LMC team is actively supporting SKAO-led initiatives to define SKA standards and
guidelines for implementation of the monitor and control system and the SKA software
engineering process. The CSP LMC team is leading the effort on the definition of states, modes,
commands and configuration and contributing to the definition of the design patterns for
generation and handling of logs and alarms. Significant progress has been made on the definition
of interfaces. The INAF team is developing a prototype based on the current version of the SKA
Control Systems Guidelines.
LOW Correlator and Beamformer (Low.CBF)
A large number of Perentie team members attended the SKA Engineering 2017 meeting in
Rotterdam. This included Grant Hampson, Andre Gunst, Peter Baillie, Agnes Mika, John Bunton,
Yuqing Chen, Koos Kegel, Gijs Schoonderbeek, Leon Hiemstra. We met our new CSP
consortium leader from NRC Canada - Sean Dougherty. There were many parallel workshops
about infrastructure, power, supporting data networks, signal processing, requirements and the
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TT-low meeting. The last day was CSP consortium day - another 8 hours of presentations.
Everyone reached the overload point with presentations! During the Perentie presentation our
Dutch colleagues showed the great progress they are making on the hardware. With pre-CDR
milestone looming in the next quarter it was a good opportunity for the Perentie team to review
the status of our detailed design document and other deliverables.

Figure 2. A full house at the CSP consortium meeting - here Yuqing Chen is talking about RAMS.
ASTRON have organised the manufacture of the Gemini LRU and backplane PCBs and the
accompanying assembly. The PCB assembly is complete and testing has just begun. The PCB is
fitted with a FPGA engineering sample, however, a production Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA
has been ordered for assembly on a second board (this is not the final HBM version of the FPGA
but allows power measurements to be made). The FCI Mid-Board-Optics will be demonstrated at
25Gbps, along with the DDR4 memory module operating at 1866MTps. Liquid cooling on the
backplane and LRU has been demonstrated (not the complete LRU loop) with no leaks so far.
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Figure 3. Perentie Gemini LRU fresh off the PCB assembly line (heatsinks and optics yet to be
installed).

Figure 4. Perentie subrack/backplane fitted with liquid cooling manifold for initial cooling loop
tests.
The Monitoring and Control Environment (MACE) design documentation has been completed to
a point where the team is keen to start the implementation phase. The team consisting of Andrew
Brown, Leon Hiemstra, John Matthews, Eric Kooistra and Mia Baquiran have started the
firmware and software prototyping which will provide good supporting information for the CDR
submission as well as providing critical infrastructure to the Gemini LRU testing. These activities
will be accelerated with Leon Hiemstra and Koos Kegel (both from ASTRON) spending two
months at CSIRO. In the coming quarter the team continues to work on documentation, models,
cooling, test specs, and many other items that contribute to the CDR deliverables.
MID Correlator and Beamformer (Mid.CBF)
The Mid.CBF Sub-element is led by NRC and is based on a Stratix 10 FPGA solution. This is a
joint effort with MDA, NZ Alliance, and UPM Spain.
The Cost Control Project being undertaken by SKAO prompted the Mid.CBF team to develop an
unsolicited proposal to significantly reduce the cost of Mid.CBF without impacting any key
science capabilities of the SKA-mid telescope. The “Frequency Slice Approach” design presents
a significant reduction in the complexity of firmware and the amount of hardware required and
results in cutting the cost of Mid.CBF nearly in half. This is achieved by reducing some of the
commensal observation requirements and some of the sub-array flexibility. The base-specific
processing is done within the Very Coarse Channelizers operating on frequency “slices”. The
band-invariant processing is done within the Frequency Slice Processors. This is now the
baseline design for Mid.CBF and an ECP is being processed to include this at the system level.
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Figure 5: The Mid.CBF Frequency Slice Approach Architecture
The Mid.CBF team has spent the past quarter focusing on progressing CDR deliverables and
prototyping activities on the following fronts:
● Firmware design to progress high risk areas of firmware development
○ Excellent progress made on implementation of X-Part correlator and PSS
beamformer
○ Resource usage and target clock rates are being met
● Monitor and Control Software running on embedded processors
○ TANGO successfully running on Arria 10 embedded processor
○ Further progress made on Linux underlying drivers for M&C of FPGA IP blocks and
FPGA configuration
○ TANGO devices and GUIs under development to complete M&C software stack
● Hardware design of TALON-DX Processing Board
○ TALON-DX Processing board contains the following key components:
■ Intel Stratix 10 SX210 System-on-Chip FPGA
■ 4 x DDR4 DIMMs @ rates up to 2666 MT/s
■ 5 x FCI LEAP mid-board optical modules (12x25G bi-direction SERDES links
each)
■ 2 x QSFP28 cages for external interfaces
○ Schematic and component placement complete
○ Board routing in progress
○ Estimated delivery of first prototype in September, 2017.
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● Mechanical/thermal modelling and design work
○ Custom 2U 19” rack mount server box containing
■ 2 x TALON-DX processing boards
■ 1 x Simple power distribution / isolation module
■ 1+1 Redundant COTS ATX power supply
■ 4 x hot-swappable fans (LRU can function using only 3)
○ Detailed modelling of air-cooling which is now the baseline design.
○ Detailed design for the TALON LRU packaging.
The Mid.CBF Team is now moving full speed ahead to the upcoming sub-element CDR.

Figure 6. TALON-DX Signal processing board component placement diagram

Figure 7. TALON-DX PCB DDR4 routing complete – most complex routing on the PCB
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Figure 8. Model of TALON LRU housing dual TALON-DX processing boards – to verify
mechanics and perform thermal modelling
Pulsar Search Engine (PSS)
The Pulsar Search Engine is a large sub-element of the CSP used to search for pulsars and fast
transients that will have almost identical instances for both SKA-mid and low. The design team is
led by the University of Manchester, University of Oxford and the Max Planck Institute for Radio
Astronomy supported by input from INAF Italy, NZ Alliance, ATC Edinburgh, and ASTRON.
In the last few months, we have been addressing requests that have come out of the Cost
Control Project. Most importantly, due to successful development of our most demanding
accelerated algorithms, i.e. de-dispersion and pulsar acceleration searches, we are now in a
position to proceed to CDR with a verified design that will achieve the requirements of the pulsar
and fast transient search with two thirds of the original processing nodes. The implications on
cost, power, cooling and required space are extremely beneficial to the project.
In other exciting news, our prototype PSS cluster, protoNIP, is currently being deployed at the
Karoo Array Processing Building. In total, 18 dual accelerator servers (GPU+FPGA) have been
shipped to South Africa, and we are working in close collaboration with the South African SKA
teams to set up protoNIP as a CDR prototyping facility. Watch this space, as we will post a full
report soon.
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We are putting a lot of emphasis on end-to-end pipelining of our software, to correctly understand
the mapping of specific processing modules to accelerators, and eliminate unnecessary
overheads to do with data movement. It is this process that is giving us confidence to support a
smaller version of the PSS, as the timings of processing modules are extremely encouraging.
Regarding our test vector machines and continuous integration process, we have now set up a
Virtual Private Network that allows us to virtually place our testing servers, physically located at
our different institutes, on to the same virtual network. This type of infrastructure will demonstrate
how collaborative code development, continuous integration, and careful unit testing, allow us to
develop high quality code across an international collaboration.
Pulsar Timing Engine (PST)
The Pulsar Timing Sub-element (PST) will perform high-fidelity, high-precision timing
observations of known pulsars for both Low and Mid telescopes. The primary task performed by
this instrument is phase-coherent dispersion removal, a computationally intensive algorithm that
requires performing many large Fast Fourier Transform operations in real time. The PST design
is based on commodity off-the-shelf hardware with GPU accelerators, and an early version of this
solution is currently being commissioned at the MeerKAT telescope. In May, the PST design
team was awarded funding in Round 2 of the Australian SKA Pre-construction Grants Program.
This funding will continue to support our work on the detailed design and supporting
documentation to be submitted for Critical Design Review towards the end of 2017.
Path to CDR
Overall, the CSP Consortium has made good progress since April. The focus is to “freeze” the
requirements and ICDs to support efficient progression to sub-element CDRs followed by
element level CDR. This is very dependent on the outcome of the Cost Control Project and the
soon to be released Level 1 Rev 11 requirements. The team is focused and working hard to
prepare the required materials.

Report provided by the CSP consortium
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Low-Frequency Aperture Array
Overview
After the first deployment of the LFAA verification system at
the Murchison Radio Observatory debugging started. This
resulted in a number of corrections which will be tested in a
campaign in August. When successful, full deployment of
the 400-antenna large system will be executed later this
year. Parallel to the deployment of antennas and
electronics, the control software, which includes a TM
emulator, will be completed. The software is largely Tango based and will be able to control the
system and perform observation tests.

Figure 1. Aperture Array Verification System control software
The Cost Control Project also affected the Low Frequency Aperture Array work, in particular for the
antenna design. A full evaluation of the options has been conducted and modification to the SKALA
and MWA antenna have been investigated. Conclusions are expected early September.
The LFAA team got together end of July in Oxford for a busy week. Preliminary evaluation of the
Verification System has been discussed and options for system improvements considered. The
LFAA IET from the SKAO joined LFAA in this meeting.
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Figure 2. The LFAA team enlarged with the IET SKAO in Oxford at the busy week

Report provided by the AADC consortium

Mid-Frequency Aperture Array
Overview
The AAMID Consortium, working on the Mid-Frequency
Aperture Array (MFAA), an Advanced Instrumentation
Work Package, aims to demonstrate the feasibility,
competitiveness and cost-effectiveness of MFAA
technology for SKA2. The key advantage of AAs is the
capability of realising a very large Field of View and
sensitivity, which results in an unsurpassed survey
speed. Furthermore, AAs are capable of generating multiple independent FoVs, enhancing the
efficiency of the system, for calibration and for multiple concurrent observations.

AIP Workshop
On June 8 and 9, 2017, the SKA Organisation, ASTRON, MFAA, PAF and WBSPF consortia had a
meeting at ASTRON in Dwingeloo to consider new technologies that can improve the scientific
capabilities of the SKA beyond Phase 1, and to discuss the structure and timescales of the SKA
Advanced Instrumentation Program (AIP) and its successors.
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Currently, the AIP includes consortia on Mid-Frequency Aperture Arrays (MFAA), Phased Array
Feeds (PAF) and Wide-Band Single Pixel Feeds (WBSPF). These consortia are executing research
and development programmes to demonstrate feasibility and increase maturity of their respective
technologies for application in the SKA.
The workshop had 37 registered participants (see Figure 1) and included a series of talks on how
new technologies will vastly improve the scientific prospects for SKA, a session on the SKA
Observatory Development Programme, a session on the status and plans of the current MFAA,
PAF and WBSPF consortia, and several technical talks by these consortia.
One of the main conclusions of the meeting is that, since the SKA Observatory is setup for a 50year lifetime and will offer the world's biggest radio telescope, continuous upgrades and
expansions, enabling new capabilities, are essential for the future of the SKA. All presentations of
the meeting, including a wrap-up of the discussions, can be downloaded from the meeting website:
http://www.astron.nl/ska-aip2017/

Figure 1. Participants of the SKA AIP workshop at ASTRON, June 8 – 9, 2017.

Progress on MFAA Front-End Design
The University of Manchester has closely collaborated with Station de Radioastronomie de Nançay
to test a true-time delay beamformer board (four 4:1 beamformer chips on each beamformer PCB).
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Two levels of beamforming hierarchy have been used to form two independent beams per
polarisation out of the 8x8 dual polarised array (see Fig. 2 and 3). The time delay errors and the
corresponding phase shift errors of the beamforming are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. It is indicated that
the maximum phase error is approximately 10 degrees and time delay error of 50ps.

Figure 2. The beamformer PCB and the ORA feeding boards.

Figure 3. The beamformer PCB test at Station de Radioastronomie de Nançay.
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Figure 4. The time delay errors of the beamformer chip.

Figure 5. The corresponding phase shift errors of the beamformer chip.
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The University of Manchester has manufactured a 2m x 2m array for MFAA based on Crossed Ring
Antenna Design (Fig. 6). The centre element in this array will exhibit the similar impedance
characteristics across the frequency band as that in a large array such as at the station level. This
measured impedance characteristics will be used for further study in the next phase of the project.
This will include more in-depth investigation of matching performance with the LNAs and noise
temperature rise caused by the mutual coupling.

Figure 6. The 16x16 finite array (the aperture size of 2mx2m) manufactured at the University of
Manchester.
ASTRON has been developing the finite array based on Vivaldi and integrating the low noise frontend with the analogue beamformer boards. This is shown in Fig. 7. An improved LNA has been
integrated closely with each Vivaldi element. The software to control the beamformer board has
been developed and under testing at present. All the beamformer boards will be controlled by a
centre board which is under development. An 2m x 2m array based on latest Vivaldi technology is
under construction. The sub-tile for this array is shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7. The Vivaldi antenna array and the beamformer boards.

Figure 8. The sub-tile for the 2m x 2m Vivaldi Antenna array at ASTRON.

Report provided by the AAMID consortium
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Signal and Data Transport
In the last few months the Signal and Data Transport
(SADT) Consortium has been working on finalising the
detailed design of the SKA networks in preparation for
Critical Design Review (CDR). A great deal of this
progress has come from a three day face-to-face
meeting held in Manchester during April and then
during the June SKA Engineering meeting in
Rotterdam. In particular the Rotterdam meeting allowed
us to harmonise interfaces with other consortia to
address changes arising from the Cost Control Project (CCP). The Consortium has been
supporting the SKAO in several areas of the CCP, assessing the technical and financial impact of
various proposed changes. The costings of the network solutions we have proposed have matured
and the Consortium has made great strides in reducing costs. The bottom line SADT Cost Estimate
dropped by €9.6M between March and June 2017.
The Consortium has completed four formal project milestones, delivering reports on the sub-system
monitoring the frequency transfer prototype and on the physical network layout for the SKA1-low
telescope, together with sub-system integration and test plans. Reviews have now started on
several of the sub-element Detailed Design Documents and we are on schedule to submit our
document set for CDR in November, subject to the outcome of the CCP and Revision 11 of Level 1
Requirements due to be issued imminently. SADT are currently running a technical down-select on
two highly innovative and challenging frequency distribution systems to be completed in advance of
the CDR.
We have conducted a procurement exercise for the hardware and software needed to test and
demonstrate the functionality of the SKA Digital Data Backhaul (DDBH) system. There was a great
deal of interest from industry in the various pieces of hardware we needed and we have signed
contracts with Cisco/BT, ADVA, Coriant, Nagios, FibreStore and Insight/Mellanox as a result of the
competitive tendering process. The DDBH tests will be conducted after CDR and will use the eMERLIN installed fibre network as a test-bed.
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Delivery of DDBH functionality demonstration hardware to Jodrell Bank
Report provided by the SaDT consortium

Infrastructure Australia
Overview
This quarter has had a range of activities, with
providing input to the SKAO’s cost control programme
being one of the more important ones, as the
organisation worked to examine a range of options to
bring the project back on budget.
Some of the fundamental Infrastructure Australia (INAU) activities undertaken in the recent term
have included finalising the draft Power design report and the draft INAU EMC/EMI Control Plan.
For the Power design report some of the main challenges were the power system analysis for the
long spiral arms and the distribution options within the Low core, due to the relatively low loads
compared to the long cables.
The output of the Building workshop was used to progress the design of the CPF. In particular,
options around layout and RFI shielding alternatives were examined in detail, with a focus on cost
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reduction – achieving the most functional building that met the requirements for the least cost. An
important decision path here is the tradeoff between module size (larger means less assembly on
site and more pre-installation of components off-site) and transport cost and complexity. An initial
Buildings design report is presently under INAU review.
The completion of a desk-top flood study is another important milestone in the ground preparation
assessment process. This combined with the high resolution contour data means we can address
the detailed location of buildings and infrastructure around the site. As part of this we will examine
the specific locations of Low antenna clusters and determine whether small location changes may
be needed. This will be done in conjunction with the heritage surveys.
INAU continued to work with CSIRO, DIIS and the Wajarri Yamatji to progress the heritage
protocol. This is required to allow early works to be performed (such as geotechnical testing,
heritage surveys etc) and is nearing completion.
A significant body of work was done around integrating the Level 1 Rev 10 requirements into our
system engineering database (ComplyPro, which uses the DOORS database), and further
decomposition down through L2 and L3, along with issuing the compliance matrix. We have also
transitioned to ProjectWise, which has been a major change for our document management and
retrieval group.
Significant progress has also been made in finalising various ICDs, with a number of TBCs and
TBDs addressed. In particular LFAA, SaDT, CSP and TM ICDs have all moved forward, and all
documents are now ready for signing.
A site visit by the INAU team to Boolardy was also arranged to assist in the ground preparation
assessments at the SKA1-low core. A key technical note was documented and issued detailing
the viability for near future use.
CSIRO and Aurecon were able to convene at the June SKA Engineering meeting in Rotterdam,
which presented an important opportunity to discuss interfacing and exchange knowledge with
other Consortia. Opportunities to engage with the SKAO to discuss the status of the wider project
was also invaluable including decisions needing to be progressed and management strategies.
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INAU and INSA meet in Rotterdam to discuss the ins-and-outs of Infrastructure. Pictured here (LR) are Craig Smith (INSA), Gideon Wiid (INSA) , Martin Austin (SKAO), Angelo Syce (INSA),
James Massoud (INAU), Mark Davie (INAU), Tracy Cheetham (INSA), Rebecca Wheadon (INAU),
Ant Schinckel (INAU), Sarah Pearce (CSIRO), Carol Wilson (INAU) and Shandip Abeywickrema
(INAU)
Participation in the Good Ideas Group Meeting with Infrastructure South Africa (INSA) in
Rotterdam also presented the chance to exchange ideas over common technical interests such as
batteries, RFI shielding, new developments in PV design as well as approaches to Health & Safety
in the Infrastructure domain.
Other core activities undertaken in the recent term included continual review of the ECPs in
accordance with the cost reduction programme as well as the issue of the cost submission for the
July 2017 Board Meeting.
With the July Board decision and imminent release of Rev 11 of the Level 1 requirements along
with ICD completion, INAU will be transitioning into completing the detailed design phase of the
work leading towards our CDR.

Report provided by the Infrastructure Australia consortium
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Infrastructure South Africa
Overview
The INFRA SA Consortium is responsible for the
design of the Infrastructure & Power Products for
SKA1-mid in South Africa. This includes Access
(roads, civil works), Buildings, Communication, Site
Monitoring, Security, Antenna Foundations, Vehicles,
Power, Water and Sanitation.
The Consortium awaits the release of Level 1 Rev 11 requirements which will be the basis of the
Consortium finalising its detailed design. There has been good interaction with other Consortia
on updating the external Interface Control Documents during and subsequent to the SKA
Engineering meeting.
The Consortium is also in discussion with the SKAO to agree on an update to the Product
Breakdown Structure.
The Consortium is engaging with the SKAO to update to the Consortium’s Stage 2 Milestones
and Deliverables now that the design baseline has been agreed to with the Board.
Power
A comprehensive trade-off model has been developed by the Consortium to consider the tradeoff in lifecycle costs between providing standalone PV (renewable) plants as opposed to
overhead power distribution lines to some of the antennas in the spiral arms. The Consortium is
participating in the Configuration Review Board to provide final inputs to this ECP for
consideration by the Configuration Control Board.
The powerline route surveyor has completed the route survey on site which will be an input into
the final routing of power and fibre in the spiral arms.
The detailed design of the core site power has been completed. Work is now underway on
finalising the Digsilent modelling of the power system (including the existing 33kV powerline).
SKA1-mid Antenna Foundation Prototype
The construction of the antenna foundation prototype has been completed and the “pull test” is
scheduled to take place on the 2 August 2017.
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Photo 1 & 2: Construction progress on SKA1-mid Antenna Foundation prototype

Figure 1: “Pull Test” Setup
Under Operational Condition:
A tilting moment of 490 kNm acting at the Point of Application of Load (PAL) is specified. The
required pull force (F) applied by the Puller is 168 kN
Upgrade to Central Processing and Power Facility
The tender to appoint a design engineering team to assist the Consortium with the detailed
design of the upgrade the Central Processing Facility and Power Facility has been awarded to
Aurecon South Africa. A kick-off meeting has been held with the Aurecon team as well as a
technical walkthrough held on site to discuss the scope of work for this contract.
Good progress has been made with the CSP Consortium on defining the cooling, power and rack
requirements in the Central Processing Facility and work is now underway to confirm that the
CSP Consortium will fit into the current space, power and cooling requirements in the CPF.
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SKA1-mid Physical Configuration
Following interaction between the powerline route surveyor and landowners in the spiral arms,
SKA SA is in discussion with the SKAO to propose final changes to the SKA1-mid physical
configuration.
Site Characterisation Studies
The geotechnical contractor has completed the Phase 2 drilling on site as an input to the detailed
design of the antenna foundations. The geo-hydrological contractor will re-establish on site in
August to complete borehole yield testing as an input to finalising the geo-hydrological modelling.
EMC/EMI Control Plans
The Consortium has developed an overarching EMC/EMI Control Plan which defines the process
in which EMC/EMI is managed within the Consortium. The Consortium is now addressing the
various products through analysis, measurement and proposed mitigation measures which need
to be considered either in design or during procurement/construction.
Health & Safety Hazard Analysis
Work has commenced on a detailed hazard analyses for the infrastructure and power products.
This work will be discussed with the SKAO to ensure compliance to the SKA requirements.
Cost Plan Updates
The Consortium submitted its updated Cost Plan to the SKAO in June 2017. There has been an
increase in the capital cost from €67,879,347 to €68,416,602 due to the additional of initial
spares to the capital budget as well as gaps there were identified in the current design.
The operations budget has been reduced from €1,486,458 to €1,043,553 per annum as a result
of initial spares being shifted to the capital budget.
.

Report provided by the Infrastructure South Africa consortium
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Wide Band Single Pixel Feeds
Overview
The WBSPF consortium had a productive period with
advancement of the design of the Band A feed,
successful tests of the Band B feed and good
progress with the design of the Receiver and Cryostat.
The WBSPF Board meeting was held on 12th of May.
Main points of discussion were the time plan for achieving PDR by the end of 2017 and potential
continuation of the WBSPF work during 2018. The advancement in all work packages is quite
good and the plan is to prepare for PDR in November 2017. There are delays with finalising the
concept for the WBSPF cryostat but it is believed that the work will advance and in few months
bring the design at PDR level. All consortium partners are positive for continuation of the work in
2018. Details about that were discussed with SKAO representatives during the AIP meeting and
the Engineering meeting in June. The plan is to form new AIP consortium that will bring together
work on advanced technologies for single pixel feeds and receivers and include universities and
companies working with design and prototype of feeds, LNAs, receives and cooling technologies.
This proposal will be submitted to the SKAO Board for approval.
There were also number of interesting discussions about the future of the WBSPF consortium
during the AIP meeting in Dwingeloo 8-9th of June and the 5th Engineering meeting, which was
held in Rotterdam 12-15 of June.

Feed and LNAs for Band A
Lead Institute: JLRAT
Lead engineer: Niu Chuanfeng
The concept for the design of Band A feed was changed from using exponential profile to utilising
spline profile. Simulated performance is very good. Significant work was done co-optimising the
feed together with choke structure around the cryostat to improve the efficiency (Figure 1, left).
Simulated Aeff/Tsys of the feed in cryostat without chokes is shown in Figure 1 together with
Aeff/Tsys for cryostat with the choke structure. As seen from the figure, the improvement is
significant.
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Figure 1: EM model of the Band A feed with choke shaped cryostat (left) and simulated Aeff/Tsys
(right)

Feed for Band B feed and LNAs
The Band B feed and the LNAs from Low Noise Factory were integrated in test cryostat at Onsala
Space Observatory, Figure 2. Up to date three cryogenic tests using the on-sky measurement
facility were done. The measured Y-factor is around 12 – 15 K over nearly 80 % of the band
(Figure 3). There are still problems with sharp peak at around 12 GHz that is most likely due to
mechanical problem in one of the polarisations.

Figure 2: The Band B feed and Band B LNAs integrated in the test cryostat at OSO (left). On-sky
Y-factor measurement in progress (right).
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Figure 3: Measured Y-factor of the Band B feed and LNA.

Receiver
The work with the analogue part of the receiver is progressing. The layouts of the filters and
conditioning modules is ready.

Time plan
The current time plan until the PDR is as follows:
● Manufacture and test Band A feed – August 2017
● Manufacture WBSPF cryostat and do thermal loading tests – September 2017
● Preparation of WP description for the new AIP consortium, successor of WBSPF – October
2017
● PDR in December 2017

Report provided by the WBSPF consortium

.
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Assembly, Integration & Verification
Overview
The Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV) work
package represents one of nine key elements that will
make up the SKA1 Telescope. Whereas the other
eight elements are tasked with designing key
components of the SKA1 Telescope, the AIV element
is tasked to perform all necessary planning to integrate
these key components into a telescope system that meets the engineering (Level-1)
requirements.
The SKA1 Telescope will consist of SKA1-mid, which will be located in South Africa, and SKA1low, which will be located in Australia. SKA1-mid will consist out of approximately 133 SKA1-mid
Dishes, plus a further 64 MeerKAT Precursor Dishes. The AIV work package therefore also
includes the planning for integrating the MeerKAT Precursor into the SKA1-mid Telescope.
SKA1-low will consist out of 512 SKA1 LOW Stations, which will include a total of approximately
125,000 individual low-frequency antennas.
The member organisations of the AIV Consortium are SKA SA, CSIRO and ASTRON, with SKA
SA leading the consortium. All three member organisations have significant experience in
building radio telescopes, and therefore have a vast amount of integration and verification knowhow that is benefitting the AIV work package.

SKA 2017 Engineering Meeting
The entire AIV Consortium attended the Engineering Meeting in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, in
June 2017. As always, these face-to-face meetings prove to be hugely beneficial, and good
progress has been made in all areas.
The workshop regarding the Integration Test Facility (ITF) was well attended by all Design
Consortia, who also gave presentations about how they intend to use the ITF, what products they
intend to ship to the ITF, and what test activities they intend to perform in the ITF. Although the
planning of ITF activities still requires work, it was encouraging to see that the concept of
performing early testing and integration in a laboratory environment is fully supported by all
Design Consortia.
Various meetings were held to further discuss the issue of MeerKAT integration into SKA1-mid.
This included discussions with interfacing consortia, such as SaDT, to advance the status of
existing ICD documents, and discussions with systems engineers at the SKA Office to include
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the modelling of MeerKAT integration into the existing SKA1-mid model that is maintained in
CORE.
The AIV Consortium also hosted a workshop regarding “L1 Verification Requirements”, which are
high-level descriptions of how to verify the Level-1 Telescope Requirements. Design Consortia
were encouraged to give presentations regarding their Element-level verification planning. The
ensuing discussions contributed significantly towards establishing a common understanding with
regard to verification planning across the entire project.

Figure 1: AIV Team at the Engineering Meeting in Rotterdam, June 2017.
Adam MacLeod, Richard Lord, Peter Hekman, Donald Gammon, Michael Hayes, Nico
Ebbendorf, Marchel Gerbers (LFAA Consortium, honorary AIV member of the week).

Integration & Verification Plans
The development of I&V Plans for both SKA1-mid and SKA1-low is high on the agenda of the
AIV Consortium. The I&V Plan provide a structured framework, in which all integration and
verification activities will be carried out in a coordinated manner.
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As shown in the Figure 2, the key inputs to the I&V Plan are obtained from the Verification
Requirements and the Roll-Out Plan. Both of these document sets have been reviewed
extensively, paving the way for delivering the I&V Plan as part of the documentation pack for the
System Pre-CDR towards the end of 2017.

Figure 2: Development of the Integration & Verification Plan.

The I&V Plan identifies:
● Integration Events
● Verification Events
Where each event is characterised by:
● Start date
● Duration
● Resources
● Prerequisites
This information is captured in Microsoft Project, where Gantt charts and high-level views of the
I&V schedule can be produced, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Example of a high-level I&V schedule for SKA1-low.

Design Qualification versus Product Verification
The difference between design qualification and product verification is often a matter of definition.
Qualification is associated with design and is therefore important during the design phase, i.e. the
Pre-Construction Phase. Product verification or product acceptance is associated with
manufactured products and is therefore important during the Construction Phase. Both design
qualification and product acceptance are often regarded as verification activities.
All Design Consortia are expected to deliver qualification results at their respective Element
CDR, which provide confidence to the SKA Office that their design will meet their L2
Requirements, which can be traced to the L1 Requirements. The qualification results are
obtained either by analysis (i.e. paper work) or by test (i.e. a prototype has been built). If the
design qualification is incomplete at Element CDR, it is expected that the affected Design
Consortia also deliver a Qualification Plan, which describes how and when the design
qualification will be completed (e.g. at the System ITF).
Once a product has been manufactured (this includes software/firmware products), it needs to be
verified against its requirements (e.g. L2 Requirements). One distinguishing feature between
design qualification and product verification is therefore that qualification testing is usually
performed on a prototype, whereas verification testing is usually performed on the final product.
Design qualification and product verification are performed at all levels of the system:
● Level-2 Design Qualification should be completed at Element CDR, although it is likely
that some of it will be completed at the System ITF.
● Level-1 Design Qualification, i.e. system-level design qualification, will be partially
performed with the system installed in the System ITF and partially with Array Assembly 1.
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● Level-2 Product Verification is expected to be performed at the contractor’s factory as part
of factory acceptance. Such products may be shipped to the System ITF or to site, where
final acceptance testing will be performed by the product contractor after installation, as
part of the hand-over process.
● Level-1 Verification of the Telescope system is performed in a staged manner with the four
Array Assemblies on site. A significant amount of verification testing can also be
performed with the system installed in the System ITF.
In addition to the qualification results, all Design Consortia are expected to deliver a Verification
Plan at their respective Element CDR. This Verification Plan should contain the following:
● A high-level description of how each of the product’s L2 Requirements will be verified.
These descriptions are not as detailed as a test procedure.
● At what level of system integration the verification will be performed. Verification testing
could happen at the contractor’s factory using simulators or emulators, or it could happen
at the System ITF, where the product can be interfaced with other products.

Challenges
Experience with other radio telescopes has consistently shown that the roll-out activities and AIV
work scope is often under-estimated, even at component level, and often causes delays in
deployment, due to re-engineering and retrofitting of components. This may significantly
increase the total cost of the system.
Many issues that are discovered during “downstream” integration and verification are the result of
“upstream” neglect. Early in the project, during the design stage, science requirements need to
be accurately translated to Element-level requirements, and interfaces between products need to
be accurately defined.
Another major challenge is that the software/firmware dominated Elements (CSP, SDP and TM)
need to deliver systems with basic functionality very soon after tenders have been awarded.

Report provided by the AIV consortium
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DISH
The past four months have been productive but
turbulent for DISH and the next few months look likely to
be similar as the Consortium Lead Organisation is
changing. But more on that later …
Overview of progress
The period from March through to July have been
particularly busy months with sub elements continuing to work on outstanding actions arising from
the suite of DDRs that were held over the period September 16 to January 17, as well as many
other tasks.
Pleasingly, the Local Monitoring and Control (LMC) and Dish Fibre Network (DFN) teams
successfully closed out the LMC and the DFN DDRs respectively so DISH was able to formally
realise two additional milestones. Plus, DISH will shortly claim an additional milestone for the SPF
Band 2 DDR.
Dish Structure (DS) still needed to clarify certain design elements following the DS DDR in
December but the MTM/JLRAT/SAM design team made good progress and unresolved details
moved much closer to resolution (Figure 1). The feed indexer and feed indexer interface were
further improved. CETC-54 completed the manufacture of the 66 panel moulds needed for the
main reflector (Figure 2) and commenced the manufacturing of the sub-reflector moulds (Figures
3, 4). Main reflector panels are now in production (see Figure 5). The sub-reflector experimental
BUS (the steel structure for verifying the sub-reflector position adjustment) has been assembled
and is ready for test (Figures 6 and 7). The antenna main reflector BUS, pedestal and turn head
designs are complete.

Figure 1. CAD image of SKA-P Prototype (Courtesy MT Mechatronics)
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Figure 2. 66 Main Reflector Moulds Produced (Courtesy CETC-54)

Figure 3: Sub Reflector Mould Casted Machining (Courtesy CETC-54) Figure 4: Sub
Reflector Mould (Courtesy CETC-54)
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Figure 5: Main Reflector Panel Ribs-Painted (Courtesy CETC-54)

Figure 6. Sub-Reflector Steel Knots (Courtesy CETC-54)
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Figure 7. Sub-Reflector Experimental BUS (Courtesy CETC-54)
The Single Pixel Feed (SPF) team continued work to close out the SPF B2 DDR. This DDR was
passed in Nov16 and the Detailed Design Baseline has been closed out. The corresponding
milestone will be claimed shortly. The Band 2 qualification model (QM) build is nearing completion
as planned. Development testing commenced and the feed was started, put under vacuum and
was running cold at temperatures as predicted (Figure 8a, 8b). This development work continued
into July in preparation for qualification testing. A Test Readiness Review(TRR) is planned for
August before formal qualification testing starts.
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Figure 8a, 8b.

Band 2 cryostat in test (Courtesy of EMSS)

Figure 8c, 8d. The SPF band 2 feed qualification model being tested in the EMSS Antennas
RFI shielded tent. (Courtesy of EMSS)
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Planning continued for the SPF B1 delta DDR which was held in late May. The band 1 team
passed and are currently working to fully close-out the DDR. In the meantime, the team has
commenced building their qualification model (QM).

Figure 9. First Band 1 Feed Moulded Quadrant before precision finishing
(Courtesy of Miroslav Pantaleev)
In early July, the SKAO held the Band 5 PDR (feeds and digitisers) at Oxford University. The Band
5 team achieved a partial pass with a delta PDR required on the cryostat. The panel review was
robust, identified the main issues, and the recommendations are a pragmatic way forward. This is
a great result given the Oxford team started much later than others. In parallel, the digitiser team
(SPFRx) continued preparations for the delta SPFRx DDR (Bands 1 and 2) which is currently
scheduled for the end of July.
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FIGURE 10: Band 3,4,5 – Descriptive View (Courtesy of Prof Angela Taylor)
With the DDRs substantially complete, the System Engineering team was able to refocus their
efforts on their evaluation of the impact of SKAO revisions to Level 1 Requirements. A large effort
was spent in March analysing the impact of the L1 requirements change from Rev7 to Rev10 on
the Dish and its subsystems. ECP-DSH-170001 was registered to manage the transition process.
All requirements that impacted on DISH were identified, clarifications were sought from the SKAO
and the sub-elements were asked for impact feedback. DISH documentation is in the process of
being updated, with the aim of completing the updates by end of July.
However, it is important to note that the manufacture of the dish prototype in China had already
commenced against Level 1 Revision 7 requirements before the SKAO released its Revision 10+
requirements. Also, having gone through almost all DDRs, DISH may not be able to incorporate all
of L1 Revision 10+ into its designs. Whilst this will be attempted where reasonable, the
consequence is that some design changes will not be accommodated during the preconstruction
phase and will need to be taken into account during preparations for construction and the
construction phase. Now that DISH is cutting metal on a tight time and cost budget, it will not be
possible to keep feeding in new requirements.
CSIRO announces intention to withdraw as Dish Consortium Lead Organisation
The Australian government announced in late May that it would cease to fund the Dish
Management resource, leaving CSIRO with little option but to withdraw as Dish Consortium Lead
Organisation and from Dish Consortium Management.
At the time of writing, the Dish Consortium Board and SKAO are considering proposals from
organisations interested in replacing CSIRO. However, and as many readers will know, the Dish
Consortium Leader, Roger Franzen, has departed already so a new Leader will need to be chosen
soon. At this time, Susan Stopford remains both the Dish Project Manager and Consortium Officer,
but this will likely change in the near future. Watch this space!
June Costing Updates
Despite the leadership disruption, May was also the time in which all consortia were again asked
to review and update their construction and operation cost estimates for the SKAO. Despite a
range of small variations, the net cost result for DISH was a small overall reduction. In preparation
for the June costing updates, DISH convened for a cost harmonisation workshop in Cape Town,
South Africa in late March so all sub element leads could cross check any assumptions in their
own costings and, importantly for the group and project, collectively identify any gaps in the
aggregated DISH estimate. Learnings from this workshop were applied to the June cost updates.
SKA Engineering Meeting 2017, Rotterdam & DISH F2F All Hands Meeting, Dwingeloo
June commenced with the Dish All Hands Engineering Meeting at ASTRON in Dwingeloo, followed
immediately by the SKA All Hands Engineering Meeting in Rotterdam.
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The primary purpose of the DISH meeting was to focus on I&V planning, and preparations and
requirements for CDR. The two day meeting was attended by over 40 people currently working on
DISH. Sincere thanks must be given to ASTRON for providing DISH facilities and support in
Dwingeloo.
Schedule remains a concern to the consortium and the SKAO but note that Dish is manufacturing
a full first of type system that will require, in aggregate, nearly €10M just for tooling and fabrication.

Figure 11. DISH All Hands Meeting, ASTRON, Dwingeloo, Jun 17.
Photo courtesy of ASTRON
In Rotterdam, the Consortium Leader’s meeting paid thanks to the departing Dish Management
Team. During the plenary presentations, the Dish Consortium Leader (Roger Franzen) and the
Dish Project Manager (Susan Stopford) shared the presentation of Dish progress since October
2016 in Stellenbosch, in South Africa. The progress is, indeed, amazing and it is a huge credit to
all the Dish Consortium sub-element teams that not only does Dish have one of (if not the) most
developed designs in the SKA but importantly, it is now under full prototype manufacture.
Goodbye
So now it is time to say farewell. Whilst I expect to remain on this project for a while yet assisting
the Board Chair and to wrap-up at the CSIRO end, I think that this will likely be my last eNews
submission on behalf of the Dish Consortium. Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone involved in the Dish Consortium, but in particular Roger Franzen, as well as those
at the SKAO, for their assistance and support during my tenure as Dish Project Manager. It has
been an absolute pleasure working with you and on this exciting project.
Susan Stopford, Dish Project Manager & Consortium Officer, CSIRO
Report provided by Susan Stopford, DISH consortium
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Telescope Manager
Overview
The Telescope Manager (TM) systems will interact with and
control elements of the Observatory in order to make it
function. It will effectively be the brain and nervous system
of the SKA Telescope, playing a central role, managing
resources and executing observations.
Telescope Manager Consortium (TM) activity is organised in
the following sub-packages.
 Telescope Management (TelMgt): engineering management of the instrument.
 Observation Management (ObsMgt): usage of the instrument for astronomical observation.
 Local Monitoring & Control (LMC): monitoring & control of TM itself.
 Local infrastructure (LINFRA): computational, communications, power, facilities.
 User Interface (UI): UI development and technology exploration.
 Authentication and Authorisation (A&A): with application project wide.
 Prototyping: development of prototypes to validate the design.

Figure 15: TM High Level System Concept Diagram

Since the last reporting in March 2017, the Telescope Consortium (TM) has made good progress with the
detailed design. All the Mission Threads (MTs) and Views identified after adopting the SEI approach for TM
have been completed. The Team is busy incorporating the outcome of the above into the CDR design and
documentation. In the meantime, one more version of the TM Cost estimates was submitted ahead of the
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July SKA Board meeting. All the identified prototyping work is concluded except two prototypes. Similarly,
GUI and Requirements Engineering activities have made good progress.
The summary of the work taken up since the last reporting, key events and accomplishments are as
follows.

Prototyping
The 2nd version of the Prototyping Report was submitted in April, which was then reviewed by SKAO. The
LMC Interface Simulator prototype is concluded now. Overall most of the prototyping is already completed
except the following two; The GUI prototype started late, but has made good progress. The LINFRA
prototyping work is yet to start; however, procurement of the hardware for the same is in progress.

Revised TM Cost Estimates
The TM revised cost estimates were submitted in June ahead of the July 2017 SKA Board meeting without
much significant change. More recently, the SKAO has capped the TM cost at 38 M Euros which means
TM has to show a reduction of ~ 5 M Euros on the last submitted cost in order to meet the cost cap.
Resolution Team (RT) has been set up to look into the matter.

GUI Activities:
Three of the five planned GUI CDR deliverables have been already delivered and reviewed. The fourth one
will be released by the end of July and the last one (UI Design Principles), which has a scope to become a
SKA level GUI principles, will be released by mid-September.

Progress Following the Adoption of the SEI Approach for ™
The new CDR plan put together by the TM Consortium has been approved by SKAO. The new CDR data
pack submission Milestone (M35) is now due by January 2018 rather than the initial deadline of August
2017. Similarly, the new CDR closure timeline is June 2018 compared to the previous deadline of
December 2017. Thus overall delay of 6 months in the SKA 1 Phase II timeline.
Following the SEI’s Views and Beyond approach the team has made good progress on the identified Views.
These Views will become part of the TM's Architecture documentation. Most of the Views have been
already concluded while few are being worked out currently with some delay. All the Mission Threads (MT)
identified for TM has been already completed and the outcome of the same is being folded into TM
Architecture Documentation.
The newly identified Milestone-M30, TM & Authentication and Authorization (A&A) Requirements Review, is
close to completion. Most of the External ICDs have made good progress whereas few are delayed but
being dealt with now. Another Milestone M31, Internal Review - TM Services Documentation Pack, is being
delivered on time for review.
The work on the Telescope Model suspended earlier in 2014 has been revived ahead of the SKA
Engineering Meeting. A TM team along with people from the Office have made good progress on the
definition and concept of the Telescope Model. Further detail design work is ongoing.
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SKA Engineering Meeting and TM Face-to-Face (F2F) Meeting in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands
All TM sub-work packages were well represented at the SKA Engineering Meeting. This meeting provided
an opportunity for the inter-consortium and the SKAO interactions on various issues, areas and had fruitful
discussions.
This was followed by a two-day TM F2F meeting organised in Rotterdam to take the stock of the progress
and discuss various ongoing technical issues at TM and SKA level.

TM Architecture Team (TMAT):
The TMAT team consisting of four TM key members was set up to look into and fast track outstanding TM
Architecture issues. The team is authorised to make a final decision on the technical issues and meets at
least once a week. There has been good progress to the outstanding issues since the team was formed.

Report provided by the TM consortium

Science Data Processor
Architecture
The SDP is now is in full implementation mode of the Software
Engineering Institute's (SEI) Views and Beyond approach for
the System Architecture.
After conducting various generic as well as SDP tailored
Quality Attributes workshops earlier this year, teams identified
quality attribute scenarios that are now being translated and documented into “Views”. Currently, the
system level, Connector and Component (C&C) and Module decomposition and dependency views are
under construction with the former stabilising prior to a formal, official review. Below are the latest draft
versions of these views for the SDP.
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Figure 1 –
System level Connector and Component view – Primary representation

In addition to the System level, work on creating component level view documentation is
simultaneously underway. The combination of both the System and component views is a key
component within the System level Architecture document which in turn is a critical deliverable
within the SDP CDR deliverable package.
The work conducted thus far on the Architecture documentation is pivotal in progressing towards a
review milestone in November 2017, and paves the way for future releases within a phased SDP
CDR.
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Figure 2 – System level Module dependency and decomposition view – Primary representation
Prototyping
Commissioning (building & testing) of the SDP P3 (Performance Prototype Platform) Alaska
hardware progressed through March and April 2017. The platform was subsequently made
available to the first users during May. The P3 Alaska hardware is a significant and powerful
resource for SDP and comprises:
● 3 control nodes
● 29 compute nodes
● 2 high memory nodes
● 2 GPU nodes
● 1 NVMe storage mode
● 2 SSD storage nodes
● 5 ARM64 Ceph storage clusters
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P3 is enabling vertical prototyping to test performance of products and horizontal prototyping to
test interfaces. The findings from its initial usage were discussed at the Rotterdam engineering
meetings and will be exposed to the International Supercomputing Conference in Frankfurt during
June.

Figure 13: Part of the SDP P3 (Performance Prototype Platform) Alaska Hardware equipment
rack. Additional racks are available for inclusion of loan and other equipment to expand test
capabilities.

Other areas of activity to highlight are:
● Significant progress on the SDP algorithm reference library (ARL) written in Python.
● Further evolution and use of the SDP parametric model for studying opportunities for cost
optimisation.
● Focussed work on data models.
● Defining and analysis of L3 RAM requirements.
● Pioneering work using OpenStack for the provision of services, including logging
capabilities, to enable performance assessments that will explore the limits of the SDP
architecture.
● Use of the SDP integration prototype (SIP) framework – an activity to study and evolve
interfaces representing significant risk in the SDP architecture.
● Deployment of the SDP SIP onto the recently commissioned performance platform to help
explore SDP provisioning and analysis of how (for later sprints) it can allow cross-working
with execution framework evaluations and ARL experiments.
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● Evaluation of different execution framework (EF) software at a modelling (of the data flows)
level and by direct testing of framework overheads.
● Building & testing of data transfer environments and tools to explore data delivery options.
● Investigations of numerical precision requirements and word length for pipelines.
● Defining quality attributes for SDP system software.
● Investigations into compute node requirements.

SKA Engineering Meeting 2017 – Rotterdam, The Netherlands
The SDP Consortium was well represented at the annual SKA Engineering meeting in Rotterdam
with over 60 SDP representatives attending.
The SDP parallel sessions, and the SDP Consortium days, proved valuable for a whole
Consortium catch-up on the progress of key work packages as well as providing the opportunity for
in-depth face to face discussions on issues that required a smaller target audience for resolution
and forward work planning purposes.
The next SDP Consortium F2F meeting date and location is under discussion.

Figure 3 – SDP Consortium Day Rotterdam 2017
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Construction Planning
A topic of much discussion during the SDP Consortium day was the SDP Construction plan. The
main points of discussion were planning for Construction based on a recently proposed SAFe
(scaled agile) framework and the development of a Software Construction plan to align with this
and a phased Software Architecture release approach.
Work has begun on the SDP Construction plan with the latest draft version completed in early
June. Based on the information gleaned from the discussions mentioned above the plan will be
further refined. Refinement work is also planned to commence imminently on the SDP Rollout
Plan. The AIV Rollout Plan for LOW has been released and is currently under review by members
of the SDP Consortium. This plan will provide valuable input and information for formulation of the
SDP Rollout Plan.

SKA and CERN Cooperative Agreement
On the 14th July SKA and CERN joined a Cooperative Agreement that establishes a framework for
collaborative projects seeking to address joint challenges in approaching Exascale computing and
data storage.
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Figure 4 – Dr. Fabiola Gianotti, CERN Director-General, and Prof. Philip Diamond, SKA DirectorGeneral, signing a cooperation agreement between the two organisations on Big Data.
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project and CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world’s
largest particle accelerator, are two of the biggest generators of scientific data on the planet and as
such share similar challenges as a result.
Both parties have identified the acquisition, storage, management, distribution, and analysis of
scientific data as particularly burning topics to meet the technological challenges.
As part of the agreement, CERN and SKA will hold regular meetings to monitor progress and
discuss the strategic direction of their collaboration. They will organise collaborative workshops on
specific technical areas of mutual interest and propose demonstrator projects or prototypes to
investigate concepts for managing and analysing Exascale data sets in a globally distributed
environment. The agreement also includes the exchange of experts in the field of Big Data as well
as joint publications.
Initial technical discussions have started and currently focus on OpenStack and in particular
scalable bare metal deployments and containers on bare metal. Other areas high on the list are
converged storage and Ceph with RDMA.
International Super Computing (ISC) Conference – Frankfurt – June 2017
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Shortly after the SKA Engineering meeting concluded in Rotterdam many SKA and SDP
representatives made the short trip across the border to discuss, engage and collaborate in all
things “SuperComputing” at the International SuperComputing Conference in Frankfurt, Germany.
Selected representatives from the SKA and SDP Consortium held a joint briefing session to inform
the vendor community of the latest progress information of the SDP project as we progress
towards CDR, formation of the Inter-Governmental Organisation (which will run the observatory),
and procurement. The briefing session also included current thinking on the technical directions of
the HPC & data analytics aspects of the project and the progress the SDP Consortium has made
since the ISC conference in 2016.
Further details on the briefing materials presented can be found at the following url: http://skasdp.org/publications/skaosdp-briefing-session-international-supercomputing-2017

Report provided by SDP consortium
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News From Precursor & Pathfinder Facilities
ASKAP Report
Astronomer tags ASKAP as the best instrument in the world for finding FRB’s

Australian astronomers have found a 'fast radio burst' (FRB) after searching for only three and half
days, using eight of ASKAP’s 36 dishes. FRB170107 was found as part of the CRAFT research
project (Commensal Real-time ASKAP Fast Transients survey), which is led by CSIRO’s Dr Keith
Bannister and Dr Jean-Pierre Macquart from the Curtin University node of ICRAR.
‘Fast radio bursts’ or FRBs are short, sharp spikes of radio waves lasting a few milliseconds. They
appear to come from powerful events billions of light-years away but their cause is still a mystery.
The first was discovered in 2007 and only two dozen have been found since.
Since January the team has continued to observe regularly (with less than 10 antennas), in parallel
to array commissioning activities and have discovered three more FRBs at a range of implied
distances.
Dr Bannister and his team expect to find one every two to three days when they are using 12
dishes and he says ASKAP is the best radio telescope in the world for finding FRBs.
To find the burst, the researchers used an unusual strategy, pointing each dish in a slightly different
direction, like the segments of a fly’s eye. This multiplies the amount of sky the telescope can see.
Eight ASKAP dishes can see 240 square degrees at once – about a thousand times the area of the
full Moon.
The next step will be to determine the exact location of the FRBs and the team plans to continue
with the fly's eye observing. They are also looking forward to commensal interferometric
observations in 2018, which will give ASKAP precise locations for every FRB it detects; resolving
one of the key observational questions in FRB astrophysics.
ASKAP early science

ASKAP commissioning and science teams have released the first images and source catalogues
derived from observations made at the beginning of the early science programme in October 2016.
These observations were made with a subset of 12 antennas equipped with entirely new second
generation phased array feed systems and the release marks the first time that data from these
systems have been publicly released.
The observations cover a total area of about 40 square degrees, which is more than 200 times the
size of the full moon. To image such a large area of sky, we used all 36 of the ASKAP beams
simultaneously in a 6x6 square grid.
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These observations were recorded to disk at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre, where they were
reprocessed several times to adjust the settings of our science data pipeline. In the process of
making these adjustments, the team also developed a set of quality metrics that can be used to
assess how well the imaging software performs - these include comparing the detected source
positions and fluxes to existing catalogues at similar wavelengths. This first science data set was
produced with the ASKAP science data processing software named ASKAPsoft, running in the
dedicated Supercomputer at Pawsey.
This release is particularly significant because it marks the first time that a large data set has been
uploaded to the CSIRO ASKAP Science Data Archive (CASDA), the final destination for all ASKAP
observations. The data archive (https://data.csiro.au) is itself a complex software project that has
undergone extensive internal testing.
In addition, astronomer Josh Marvil has put together a composite image using all the released data,
which can be interactively explored using the Aladin sky viewer. This image shows ASKAP data as
a grey-scale intensity map, with the primary beam coverage from two different field centres shown
as coloured circles and the positions of known radio sources plotted as blue squares for
comparison.
ASKAP PAF Production on Schedule for Completion

CSIRO is commencing work on its final phased array feeds (PAF) and digital systems for ASKAP
as PAF # 40 rolls onto the production line. The total production run included 38 Mk II PAFs to fit the
36 ASKAP antennas at the MRO, with two spares (to minimise downtime during maintenance) and
another two for contracts with the Max Planck Institute (MPI) Germany and Jodrell Bank, UK.
MPI installed the PAF in April, after it spent eight months at CSIRO’s Parkes Observatory for
commissioning and early science test observations. The Jodrell Bank PAF is scheduled for
shipping.
The photo below shows recent filming at Puzzle Precision, CSIRO’s industry partner, where the
high end electronics and digital back end hardware for ASKAP has been produced. Filming is also
taking place at CSIRO’s Marsfield site to document the entire production and assembly process.
The video will highlight how science innovation is supporting industry innovation and growth.
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Filming at Puzzle Precision on 20 July.
Parkes SKA Pathfinder Update

Since the last issue, further progress has been made on the development of the new UltraWideband receiver (700 MHz to 4 GHz), with the preliminary build of the receiver coming together
and due for on-dish testing in early August, the results of which are intended for presentation at the
URSI GASS meeting later in the month.
The funding proposal for the cryogenically cooled PAF on Parkes to the Australian Research
Council is currently under review, with a decision expected November 2017.
ASKAP Welcomes Ministerial Visit to the MRO
Australia’s Minister for Industry, Innovation and Science, Senator the Hon Arthur Sinodinos, and the
state of Western Australia’s Minister for Water, Fisheries, Forestry, Innovation and ICT, and
Science, The Hon Dave Kelly MLA, were honoured guests at CSIRO’s Murchison Radio-astronomy
Observatory (MRO) on Wednesday 2 August 2017. The ministers toured the MRO accompanied by
other VIPs from Western Australia and CSIRO’s Chief Executive Dr Larry Marshall.
SKA Board Member and CSIRO Astronomy and Space Science Deputy Director, Dr Sarah Pearce,
said the visitors enjoyed the opportunity to see ASKAP, MWA and the other demonstrator
technologies across the MRO, which is the future site for the SKA in Australia.
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VIP guests at the core of ASKAP. Ministers Sinodinos and Kelly are at the centre of frame. (Credit:
CSIRO Kurt Warhurst)
Report provided by Annabelle Young, CSIRO
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MeerKAT Report
MeerKAT AR1.5
In March 2017 SKA South Africa achieved the integration of AR1.5, 32 antennas of the MeerKAT
radio telescope with a single polarisation correlator.

Image credit: optical data from Palomar Observatory Sky Survey; radio data from SKA South
Africa’s MeerKAT
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A STAR-FORMING REGION IN THE MILKY WAY
Stars are formed in the dense, dark molecular clouds found along the Milky Way. If you look up at
the night sky you may notice some of these dark patches in the Milky Way. These areas light up at
infrared and radio wavelengths. Newly born stars start heating up their natal molecular cloud,
causing the dust and gas to glow.
The most massive stars of all give off copious amounts of ultraviolet light, which ionises the
hydrogen gas in the cloud, which in turn gives off radio waves. These stars also have strong stellar
winds, which start pushing the surrounding cloud outwards, forming large scale bubbles and arcs.
Here we see a small section of the Milky Way (an area approximately 25 times larger than that of
the Moon), imaged with MeerKAT in April 2017 (left panel), compared to an equivalent observation
made earlier by the Australia Telescope Compact Array (right panel). The MeerKAT image is
sharper and more sensitive, showing some fainter features with additional detail not visible in the
previous best image of this patch of sky.

Credit: Left: SKA South Africa’s MeerKAT radio telescope. Right: CSIRO’s ATCA radio telescope.
INCREASED OBSERVING POWER OF MEERKAT
A galaxy in the distant Universe imaged with ever
better South African radio telescopes.
This image shows the same black hole observed with
increasingly improved arrays of antennas. What’s
visible is produced in the distant Universe by jets of
particles accelerated by the black hole at the centre to
near the speed of light. These jets can extend over
millions of light years.
On the top left panel the black hole was observed
with the KAT-7 telescope, the precursor to MeerKAT
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in the Karoo region of the Northern Cape. The top right shows the first view that MeerKAT had of
the black hole, when the array consisted of merely 4 antennas. The bottom panels show the view
MeerKAT has with 16 antennas: from the initial array release of June 2016 (“First Light” image) on
the bottom left, and from the array of April 2017 on the bottom right. Notice the increased detail,
and fainter features, that can be seen as the telescope improves. The radio jets span approximately
1/10th the diameter of the Moon.
DEEP2 SPIRAL GALAXY
First radio image of a spiral galaxy 230 million light years from Earth.
In one small patch of the “DEEP2” field, MeerKAT’s commissioning scientists have made the first
ever radio image (right panel) of a spiral galaxy previously photographed in visible light (left panel;
the streak is an image artifact). This spiral galaxy spans only 1/30th the size of the Moon, and
appears to be much smaller than the famous M83 because it is 15 times farther from the Earth.
Both the visible light on the left and the radio waves on the right left this galaxy 230 million years
ago, as the first dinosaurs were roaming the Earth. As for M83, we expect that this galaxy contains
neutral hydrogen well beyond the visible spiral disk of stars. What it looks like in detail awaits future
MeerKAT observations.

Credit: optical data from the Digitized Sky Survey; radio data from SKA South Africa’s MeerKAT
telescope.

In March 2017, SKA South Africa achieved its target of a working MeerKAT array made up of 32
dishes and a single polarisation correlator (a specialised very powerful computer that combines
signals from many dishes to make images of the radio sky) – the so-called Array Release 1.5
(AR1.5).
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SEVERAL DIFFERENT MEERKAT ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS WERE USED TO MAKE THE
IMAGES SHOWN HERE

The images of the M83 galaxy and the star-forming region
in the Milky Way were made with 16 densely packed
antennas in the core of the array.

The images of the M83 galaxy and the star-forming region
in the Milky Way were made with 16 densely packed
antennas in the core of the array.

M83
MeerKAT in the Northern Cape provides a magnificent view of the hydrogen gas in M83, a famous
galaxy discovered in Cape Town in 1752.
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In the image on the front cover, blue and green colours show star light – both from stars in our own
Milky Way, and from the beautiful spiral galaxy M83, located about 15 million light years from Earth.
Red represents radio waves detected by MeerKAT at a wavelength of 21 centimetres in April 2017.
These trace out the distribution of neutral hydrogen atoms in the galaxy – the fuel ultimately used to
form new stars. Pink indicates the presence of both star light and hydrogen atoms.
The radio emission spans approximately 1 degree on the sky (twice the diameter of the Moon),
much larger than the stellar core of the spiral galaxy.
While similar images have been made of this famous galaxy with other radio telescopes, it is
remarkable that MeerKAT was able to do it using much less observing time, only seven 50-minute
exposures. This exquisitely sensitive image of a galaxy discovered in Table Bay in 1752 points the
way to numerous discoveries to come with SKA South Africa’s MeerKAT.

The 32 AR1.5 antennas include 24 in the core and 8 on “long baselines” (located approximately on
a circle about 4 kilometres from the core). These 32 positions are indicated by the collection of blue
dots. The square box, showing a zoomed-in version of the core of the MeerKAT array, is 1.2
kilometres on the side.
A GIANT RADIO GALAXY
MeerKAT identifies a new Giant Radio Galaxy.
Most radio images of the sky show galaxies in the distant Universe. Unlike our Milky Way, many of
these are “active” galaxies, with supermassive black holes at their centres ingesting surrounding
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gas while spewing powerful jets of electrons moving at close to the speed of light to vast distances,
out into intergalactic space.
Such jets are typically detected using radio telescopes like MeerKAT. In a few instances, these jets
and lobes of radio emission are truly gargantuan in size, even by astronomical standards.
This image shows infrared emission in blue and MeerKAT emission in orange (detected over the
radio frequency range 900-1670 MHz). The linear radio feature running from upper left to lower
right spans approximately 0.8 degrees. At the known distance of the galaxy at the centre, this
corresponds to an enormous size of 4 million light years. (This compares to the 100,000-light-year
diameter of our Milky Way galaxy, and the 2.5-million-light-year distance between the Milky Way
and our nearest large neighbour, the Andromeda galaxy.) This size classifies this object as a Giant
Radio Galaxy, the first such extreme galaxy identified by MeerKAT.

Credit: infrared data from NASA’s Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer; radio data from SKA South
Africa’s MeerKAT telescope.
The discovery age of MeerKAT has started, 265 years after M83 was discovered in Cape Town.
These initial discoveries show that this superb telescope in the Karoo is poised to
open a new window into our understanding of the Universe.
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THE MINISTER OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, NALEDI PANDOR, DELIVERED THE
BUDGET VOTE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN PARLIAMENT
ON 16 MAY 2017.
Students sponsored by SKA South Africa and staff members were invited to attend in the gallery.
Prior to the Budget Vote, the Minister
embarked on a tour of the exhibition at
the Iziko Museum, where SKA South
Africa joined other exhibitors for the
showcase.
During the Minister’s visit to the
exhibition, SKA SA Head of Science
Commissioning Dr Sharmila Goedhart
presented to the Minister the recent
AR1.5 results, images achieved by
using various configurations of the 32
antennas currently operational in the
Karoo.
This milestone of the integration of 32
antennas with a single polarisation correlator was achieved on schedule by the end of March 2017.
The 32 antennas are part of an eventual 64 which are being built at the Karoo radio astronomy
observatory site in the Northern Cape.
Among other images, Dr Goedhart presented to the Minister the view of the hydrogen gas in M83, a
famous galaxy discovered in Cape Town in 1752, generated by MeerKAT. The image required
only seven 50-minute exposures – achieving this detail and sensitivity much faster than any
previous observations.
Minister Pandor congratulated SKA SA Managing Director “Dr Rob Adam and the entire SKA team”
for reaching “another milestone with the integration of the 32 antennas”, while noting that “75% of
MeerKAT components have been sourced locally” in South Africa.

Report provided by SKA SA
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MWA Report
Site update
The deployment of the long baseline tiles required for the extended Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA) Phase 2 configuration saw major progress this quarter. All of the cabling, mesh and dipoles
required for the 56 new tiles were successfully positioned and assembled by Geraldton-based
company Gco Electrical (GCo), with supervision from members of the MWA operations team. GCo
led the original site infrastructure construction program for MWA Phase 1 in 2012 but have not
previously been involved with the assembly and installation of telescope system components. The
experience gleaned by GCo in through their involvement in the Phase 2 deployment will be critical
to the success of MWA's planned transition to an industry led routine maintenance model over
coming months.

One of the MWA's 56 new long baseline antenna tiles being assembled in the field.

Data compression
Compression of MWA data to make more efficient use of the storage resources available at the
Pawsey Centre has been an important objective for some time. The addition of a dedicated MWA
Data Manager from mid-2016 has enabled significant progress toward this objective in recent
times.
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A lossless RICE-compression technique, extensively tested with MWA science teams through the
early part of 2017, has been implemented on the MWA GPU-cluster (correlator) on the MRO such
that all new data taken by the MWA is now compressed before archiving. The compression ratio
achieved ranges from 2:1 to 3:1 depending on the data (instrument observing mode). Offline
compression of the roughly 15 PB of MWA data already archived in the Pawsey Centre will occur
as an automated background process over an extended period of time.

MWA Membership
The MWA institutional membership has grown to 21 partners with the Shanghai Astronomical
Observatory (SAO) committing to the Collaboration. SAO’s membership has been endorsed by the
MWA Board and will be formalised as part of the transition to a Phase 2 Collaboration Agreement
that is currently in preparation.

Engineering Development Array (EDA) Status and results
The Engineering Development Array (EDA) was the first SKA-low sized station prototype system,
brought online in mid-2016. It consists of 256 modified MWA dipoles and analogue beamformers,
working as a single phased-array station. The EDA was connected to an MWA receiver to directly
measure its sensitivity, as well as using the station in an independent "drift scan" mode to measure
sensitivity and receiver temperature.

Caption: A view of the EDA looking north. Dipole antennas are connected to beamformers (white
boxes). Signals from the beamformers are combined to form a station beam in an equipment hut (
outside of photo on left).
The EDA's sensitivity was measured from 60 to 240 MHz while connected to the MWA, and the
results are in very good agreement with expectations from laboratory measurements of the receiver
temperature and simulations of the array. A full description of this process, and the results can be
found in Wayth et al, 2017 PASA.
In the coming few months, the EDA will be re-purposed to provide a reliable sky signal to the
prototype SKA-low Tile Processing Modules (TPMs) which are currently installed at the Murchison
Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) as part of MWA's ongoing support for the AAVS1 system
(see AADC report).
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MWA Science
The MWA continues to be scientifically productive and there are now over 90 collaboration-led
publications since the commencement of operations in mid-2013. The publications cover a diverse
range of science areas, from solar science through to the Epoch of Reionization.
The following are some science highlights from the recent quarter.
“Wavelet-based Characterization of Small-scale Solar Emission Features at Low Radio
Frequencies”
Suresh, Sharma, Oberoi et al. 2017 ApJ.
The solar emission at low radio frequencies observed by the MWA often shows the presence of
numerous short-lived features. These features often last only for about a second or so, span a few
MHz and range in strength from a few percent to many 100s times the background solar flux.
These features occur at rates of many thousands per hour, so they are too numerous to identify
and characterise manually. Using a type of machine learning algorithms, a team of scientists (Dr
Divya Oberoi, NCRA-TIFR, India and collaborators including student Ashkay Suresh) have
developed an algorithm to automate the detection and characterise these emission features in
MWA data. In fact, the very existence of the weaker class of these emissions was first established
using data from the MWA prototype by the same team in their earlier work in 2011. It is important to
characterise these weak emission features as they might hold the clues to unravelling the longstanding coronal heating problem. Very interestingly, the emissions studied here are found to have
the right characteristics to contribute some of the missing heat flux to the corona.

Caption: Figure from Suresh et al., 2017 showing raw (left) and calibrated dynamic spectra (right)
from the MWA.
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“Low frequency continuum observations of pulsars with the Murchison Widefield Array” Murphy et
al., PASA 2017.
Pulsars are typically associated with short-timescale (millisecond) bursts of radio waves that need
special high time resolution capabilities to observe. At low radio frequencies, however, many
pulsars appear as normal-looking radio sources with steady radio emission. The very compact size
of pulsars means that they do scintillate, however, which is a phenomenon that can be used to
study the tenuous interstellar medium. This paper presents the continuum radio properties of 60
pulsars observed as part of the large MWA Transients Survey (MWATS).

Caption: 154 MHz images of Pulsar J0828-3417 in its off (left) and on (right) states, found in two
images from the MWA Transients survey (MWATS). The two images are separated by 6 minutes.

Report provided by Randall Wayth

HERA Report
HERA construction is in full throttle again after a short slow down to prepare for the larger scale
construction of the fully funded project. In this period, the focus had been on preparing the
infrastructure, hiring the people and buying the material.
The overall focus of the project has been to address the software development to handle the data.
A comprehensive set of Teams have been set up and the project follows a “best practice”
philosophy of development and coding.
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Staffing
HERA now enjoys three critical full-time staff in Cape Town who are responsible for the entire
delivery of the array infrastructure and antennas. Kathryn Rosie serves as the Project Engineer
and has been spearheading these efforts; Ziyaad Halday serves as the SA Project Manager; and
Yanga Balfour as the Project Controller, primarily focusing on logistics. Additionally, nine full-time
employees in the Karoo are doing the actual installation work, with an additional five positions to
be filled soon. Samantha Pieterse, Lourence Malan, Austin Julius, Randall Fritz and Cresshim
Malgas have been working with HERA for two years and are now joined by Rushelle Baartman,
Hans Nuwegeld, Jerome Sacco and Jerrian Harris.
Infrastructure
In its previous configuration, the container housing the correlator for PAPER and early HERA sat in
the middle of a 300m cleared circle alongside another container that served as the construction
office. HERA will completely fill this cleared circle, so the containers had to be relocated to the
edge of the cleared area, some 200m to the West. Additionally, the new architecture makes use of
“nodes” interspersed with the antennas, which provide a housing for the digitisers/channelizers.
Each node can accommodate up to 12 antennas, and power and fibre will be provided via
underground reticulation. July saw the containers and associated utilities relocated, with an extra
container unit added to provide additional working space. Construction of 37 elements is now
complete, with substantial components for the first 100 elements in place.

Figure: Image showing the 37 constructed HERA dishes, with some of the installed poles for the
next 73 elements (credit David DeBoer).
As mentioned in the last Newsletter, HERA is undergoing a phased architecture change. The
2017/2018 observing season still reuses the PAPER signal path concept in its entirety, albeit in a
new configuration, however new versions of the front-end and post-amplifier developed and built at
Cambridge University will be used. In addition to replacing the aging PAPER signal paths (some
of which operated continuously for over 5 years!) this allows much of the new analog hardware to
be tested before the full system is deployed in mid-2018.
Also under field-test this year, are the new node enclosures with a subset of the hardware in them,
including the new Smart Networked ADC Processors (SNAP), developed for HERA and now part
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of the broader CASPER suite of boards. Another SNAP has been deployed with the existing
correlator to test in parallel with the current, well-characterised correlator.
Another key infrastructure move, has been to move the post-processing cluster from a temporary
shielded container to its intended location in the shielded room within the Karoo Array Processor
Building. This move completes the infrastructure shift and allows us to test full network
connectivity.

Figure: CHAMP Camp participants, held at Cal Poly Pomona June 2017 (Credit Cal Poly
Pomona).
This summer we are very proud of the participation of students in our CAMPARE-HERA
Astronomy Minority Partnership (CHAMP) programme. In June, our first “CHAMP Camp” was held
at Cal Poly Pomona to kick off the summer. This camp brought together 12 students from
California State Universities, California community colleges, and South Africa to learn about radio
astronomy and key research skills from HERA scientists. The students are currently participating in
a 9-week research programme at various HERA institutions, including UC Berkeley, the University
of Washington, MIT, and the University of Pennsylvania. Research projects range from the design
and testing of electronics to simulations and data analysis. The programme concludes at the end
of August when students will present their projects in the 5th Annual CalBridge/CAMPARE/CHAMP Research Symposium at Cal Poly Pomona.
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HERA is a partnership to conduct an experiment to detect and characterise the Epoch of
Reionization. Partner institutions in the collaboration are Arizona State University, Brown
University, University of California Berkeley, University of California Los Angeles, University of
Cambridge, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
University of Pennsylvania, Scuola Normale Superiore de Pisa, SKA-South Africa and the
University of Washington. Additional collaborators are Cal Poly Pomona, Imperial College,
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, University of KwaZulu Natal, Rhodes University and
University of Western Cape.

Report provided by David de boer, University of Berkeley, HERA Project Manager
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Updates from the Science Working Groups
Solar, Heliospheric & Ionospheric Physics Report

http://astro.elte.hu/ESPM-15/index.php
The tri-annual European Solar Physics Meetings (ESPMs) aim to be a forum for European and
international scientists working in solar and heliospheric physics, offering opportunities to share
and disseminate results on all aspects of modern solar physics research (including observation
and theory) that span from the interior of the Sun out into the wider heliosphere.
Topics:






Solar Interior, Dynamo, Large-Scale Flows and the Solar Cycle
The Solar Atmosphere: Heating, Dynamics and Coupling
Fundamental Plasma Processes in the Solar Atmosphere: Magnetic Reconnection, Waves,
Emission, Particle Acceleration
From Radio to Gamma Rays: Near-Sun Manifestations and Triggering of Solar Flares and
Coronal Mass Ejections
Solar-Terrestrial Relations, Solar Wind, Space Weather and Space Climate

Report provided by the Solar, Helio & Iono SWG
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Pulsars Report
Main meetings/events from April 2017 until July 2017
Spring is a favourite time for meetings and the members of the SKA Pulsar Science Working
Group (SKA-PSWG) have had various opportunities for attending meetings during this period.
Among those, we list the following:
1) 21st EPTA meeting
Universiteits Biblitheek, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, April 3-5, 2017
Amsterdam hosted the 21st meeting of the members of the European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA),
a large fraction of whom are also members of the SKA-PSWG. The ongoing projects and the plans
for future research on the way to SKA were in the focus of the meeting.
2) Fundamental Physics with the Square Kilometre Array Conference
La Pirogue Resort & Spa, Flic en Flac, Mauritius, May 1–5, 2017
Several pulsar-related invited and contributed talks were in the focus of the “Gravity and
Gravitational radiation” session in the context of a general conference about the SKA as a tool to
probe fundamental physics, which took place at Mauritius.
3) The Broad Impact of Low Frequency Observing
CNR Conference Centre in Bologna, Italy, 19-23 June, 2017
Eight talks highlighted the impact of low frequency observations on pulsar science, with particular
reference to the contribution of LOFAR and other low-frequency facilities, including the MWA,
LWA, GMRT, VLITE, PAPER, CHIME, and 21CMA, on the way to SKA-LOW.
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Image: The venue of the conference during one of the session

4) EWASS 2017: Scientific Synergies enabled by the SKA, CTA and Athena
http://eas.unige.ch/EWASS2017/session.jsp?id=S15
Faculty of Law, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic, 26–30 June, 2017
The talks in this Symposium focused on outstanding but still unanswered scientific questions
where the fully-fledged multi-wavelength and multi-messenger astronomy enabled by SKA, CTA
and Athena will lead to a big step forward in our knowledge.
5) IPTA science meeting
Centre International d’Etudes Pédagogiques, Sèvres, France, 03-07 July 2017
The International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA) is a worldwide collaboration, made of the
contributions of three continental consortia: EPTA in Europe, PPTA in Australia and NanoGRAV in
US. Its primary goal is to detect gravitational waves (GW) in the Nanohertz regime using radio
pulsar timing observations. The 2017 IPTA conference was held in France the first week of July.
The defining moments were the open day dedicated to multi-messenger gravitational wave
astronomy and the long slots reserved for discussions, concerning in particular the status of a “first
detection” publication and the future PTA organization in the framework of SKA.
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Image: The picture shows Di Li, project scientist of FAST, presenting the last news from the
newborn giant radio telescope in China.
Publications related to the PSWG from April 2017 to July 2017
During the 4 aforementioned months, the members of the PSWG and their collaborators have
published and/or submitted to international refereed journals many tens of papers dealing with the
researches of interest for the SKA-PSWG. A selection of some of the papers is below.
a) Wang, J.B., Coles, W.A., Hobbs, G., Shannon, R.M., Manchester, R.N., Kerr, M., Yuan, J.P.,
Wang, N., Bailes, M., Bhat, N.D.R., Dai, S., Dempsey, J., Keith, M.J., Lasky, P.D., Levin, Y.,
Oslowski, S., Ravi, V., Reardon, D.J., Rosado, P.A., Russell, C.J., Spiewak, R., van Straten, W.,
Toomey, L., Wen, L., You, X.-P., and Zhu, X.-J.: 2017, Comparison of pulsar positions from timing
and very long baseline astrometry. http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.469..425W Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 469, 425-434.
This paper compares two different approaches for obtaining astrometric determination of the
pulsar positions: pulsar timing methods and very long baseline interferometry (VLBI). The accuracy
with which one can relate the two frames is limited by the current uncertainties in the VLBI
reference source positions and in matching the pulsars to their reference source. Both these
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issues are relevant in the perspective of the much improved pulsar positional capabilities of SKA1MID.
b) Yao, J.M., Manchester, R.N., and Wang, N.: 2017, Determination of the Sun's offset from the
Galactic plane using pulsars. http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.468.3289Y Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 468, 3289-3294.
The authors derive the Sun's vertical offset from the local mean Galactic plane by using the
observed vertical distribution of young pulsars. From a sample of 115 pulsars, the estimated scaleheights are in agreement with those as OB stars and open clusters. SKA1-MID and SKA1-LOW
will allow us to largely increase the sample of young pulsars in the solar surroundings, thus finally
shedding light on the distribution of the post-supernova velocities of the newborn neutron stars.
c) Wang, Y., Keith, M.J., Stappers, B., and Zheng, W.: 2017, Robust fitting for pulsar timing
analysis. http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.468.2637W Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society 468, 2637-2644.
In this paper a new robust fitting method (M-estimator) for pulsar timing analysis is presented. It is
shown that the fitting results of M-estimators are more accurate than those of the mostly used
Least Square method and, when dealing with positional parameters, they are closer to the result of
very long baseline interferometry. The new method promises to have large application for pulsar
timing analysis based on SKA1 data.
d) Cameron, A.D., Barr, E.D., Champion, D.J., Kramer, M., and Zhu, W.W.: 2017, An investigation
of pulsar searching techniques with the fast folding algorithm. http://cdsads.ustrasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.468.1994C Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 468,
1994-2010.
A comprehensive study of the fast folding algorithm (FFA) is on the focus of this paper. FFA is a
pulsar searching technique alternative to the fast Fourier transform (FFT), It is in particular
demonstrated that the FFA outperforms the FFT under ideal white noise conditions, and provides
significant improvement in sensitivity to long-period pulsars in real red-noise corrupted
observational data. FFA will be routinely used in pulsar search algorithm implemented in SKA1
large scale pulsar surveys.
e) Dexter, J., Degenaar, N., Kerr, M., Deller, A., Deneva, J., Lazarus, P., Kramer, M., Champion,
D., and Karuppusamy, R.: 2017, A transient, flat spectrum radio pulsar near the Galactic Centre.
http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.468.1486D Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society 468, 1486-1492.
The authors discuss the peculiarities of one of the radio pulsars in the Galactic Centre (GC)
region, PSR J1746-2850, which has timing properties implying a large magnetic field strength and
a young age, as well as a flat spectrum. They show that this pulsar is also transient in the radio. As
such, this source, either a transient magnetar without any detected X-ray counterpart or a young,
strongly magnetized radio pulsar producing magnetar-like radio emission, further blurs the line
between the magnetars and the high magnetic field ordinary pulsars. The study of the relation
among these two categories of neutron stars will be a distinct aim for SKA1.
f) Freire, P.C.C., Ridolfi, A., Kramer, M., Jordan, C., Manchester, R.N., Torne, P., Sarkissian, J.,
Heinke, C.O., D'Amico, N., Camilo, F., Lorimer, D.R., and Lyne, A.G.: 2017, Long-term
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observations of the pulsars in 47 Tucanae - II. Proper motions, accelerations and jerks.
http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017arXiv170604908F ArXiv e-prints arXiv:1706.04908.
This paper deals with the results of a long-term timing of the millisecond pulsars in the globular
cluster 47 Tucanae. The obtained improved timing parameters have provided additional
information for studies of the cluster dynamics. No evidence is found in favour of the presence of
an intermediate mass black hole (IMBH) at the centre of the cluster. SKA1-MID will revolutionize
this field of research, allowing to put unprecedented constraints on the properties of many globular
clusters and finally assessing the long debated issue of the existence of IMBH in this stellar
systems.
g) Keane, E.F., Barr, E.D., Jameson, A., Morello, V., Caleb, M., Bhandari, S., Petroff, E., Possenti,
A., Burgay, M., Tiburzi, C., Bailes, M., Bhat, N.D.R., Burke-Spolaor, S., Eatough, R.P., Flynn, C.,
Jankowski, F., Johnston, S., Kramer, M., Levin, L., Ng, C., van Straten, W., and Venkatraman
Krishnan, V.: 2017, The SUrvey for Pulsars and Extragalactic Radio Bursts I: Survey Description
and Overview. http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017arXiv170604459K ArXiv e-prints
arXiv:1706.04459.
This is the reference paper for the Survey for Pulsars and Extragalactic Radio Bursts (SUPERB),
an ongoing pulsar and fast transient survey running at the Parkes radio telescope. SUPERB
involves real-time acceleration searches for pulsars and single pulse searches for pulsars and fast
radio bursts (FRBs) and has been the most effective FRB experiment over the last 4 four years.
Some of the concepts developed in the context of SUPERB (i.e. real time triggers for the followups of the FRBs and the implementation of a real-time pulsar search) will be widely applied to the
SKA1 experiments.
h) Johnston, S. and Karastergiou, A.: 2017, Pulsar braking and the P-Pdot diagram.
http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.467.3493J Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society 467, 3493-3499.
The focus is here on the decay of the so-called inclination angle α, representing the angle between
the magnetic and rotation axes of a radio pulsar. The authors show that it is possible to reproduce
the observational P-Pdot diagram (i.e. the spin period vs spin period derivative diagram for the
pulsars), without invoking for either pulsars with long birth periods or magnetic field decay. The
implied birth rate equals to one ordinary pulsar per century, for a total Galactic population of about
20000 pulsars beaming towards Earth. The occurrence (or not) of a spontaneous decay of the
surface magnetic field of a pulsar (and the related decay timescale) is a primary topic for SKA1,
since it relates an observational property to the physics of the otherwise inaccessible neutron star
crust and interior.
i) van Heerden, E., Karastergiou, A., and Roberts, S.J.: 2017, A framework for assessing the
performance of pulsar search pipelines. http://cdsads.ustrasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.467.1661V
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 467, 1661-1677.
The authors introduce a framework for assessing the effect of non-stationary Gaussian noise and
radio frequency interference (RFI) on the sensitivity of standard pulsar search pipelines. The
results (which are very important in the perspective of optimizing the SKA1 pulsar searches)
indicate the need to develop new algorithms capable to remove non-stationary variations from the
data before RFI excision and periodicity searching are performed.
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j) Lentati, L., Kerr, M., Dai, S., Hobson, M.P., Shannon, R.M., Hobbs, G., Bailes, M., Bhat, N.D.R.,
Burke-Spolaor, S., Coles, W., Dempsey, J., Lasky, P.D., Levin, Y., Manchester, R.N., Oslowski, S.,
Ravi, V., Reardon, D.J., Rosado, P.A., Spiewak, R., van Straten, W., Toomey, L., Wang, J., Wen,
L., You, X., and Zhu, X.: 2017, Wide-band profile domain pulsar timing analysis. http://cdsads.ustrasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.466.3706L Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 466,
3706-3727.
The profile domain pulsar timing is here extended to incorporate frequency-dependent profile
evolution and broad-band shape variation in the pulse profile, as well as variations in both pulse
width and in the separation in phase of the main pulse and interpulse. It is shown that large
improvements in timing precision are possible when compared to the usually adopted
methodologies. For PSR J1713+0747 (one of the targets for the high precision timing made
available by SKA1-MID) it is calculated that unaccounted shape variation biases the measured
arrival times at the level of about 30 ns, the same order of magnitude as the expected shift due to
gravitational waves in the pulsar timing band.
k) Egron, E., Pellizzoni, A., Pollock, A., Iacolina, M.N., Ikhsanov, N.R., Possenti, A., and Marongiu,
M.: 2017, Long-term Study of the Double Pulsar J0737-3039 with XMM-Newton: Spectral Analysis.
http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017ApJ...838..120E The Astrophysical Journal 838, 120.
This paper confirms the occurrence of an excess in the hard X-ray spectrum of the Double Pulsar,
most likely ascribed to iron line emission. The Fe Kα emission line at 6.4-6.97 keV was previously
unheard of in non-accreting binary systems and could testify to the presence of a relic disk that
survived the supernova explosions that terminated the lives of the Double Pulsar’s stellar
progenitors. This kind of studies anticipates the very fruitful synergies made available by the
coordinated observations of SKA1 (for which the Double Pulsar will be an outstanding target) with
those of planned high-energy satellites, alike Athena.
l) Smits, R., Bassa, C.G., Janssen, G.H., Karuppusamy, R., Kramer, M., Lee, K.J., Liu, K., McKee,
J., Perrodin, D., Purver, M., Sanidas, S., Stappers, B.W., and Zhu, W.W.: 2017, The beamformer
and correlator for the Large European Array for Pulsars.
http://cdsads.ustrasbg.fr/abs/2017A%26C....19...66S Astronomy and Computing 19, 66-74.
This paper reports on the “software correlator” and “beamformer” which enable the formation of a
tied-array beam from the raw voltages captured at the 5 largest radio telescopes in Europe, in the
context of the Large European Array for Pulsars (LEAP). The objective is to provide high signal-tonoise observations of millisecond pulsars in order to increase the sensitivity to the direct detection
of low-frequency gravitational waves. The software developed in this job will be widely used in
SKA1 pathfinders and precursors.
m) Abbott, B. P. et al.: 2017, First Search for Gravitational Waves from Known Pulsars with
Advanced LIGO. http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017ApJ...839...12A The Astrophysical Journal
839, 12.
The focus is on searches for gravitational waves from 200 pulsars using data from the first
observing run of the Advanced LIGO detectors. No gravitational-wave detection was obtained, but
these new results improve on previous limits by more than a factor of two. Moreover, the new data
led to set the most constraining upper limits yet on the gravitational-wave amplitudes and
ellipticities for few pulsars. The synergic combination of the capabilities of SKA1 and of the
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Advanced LIGO and VIRGO detectors promises to finally shed light on the fraction of the pulsar
spin-down energy, which is released in the form of gravitational waves.
n) Tauris, T. M.; Kramer, M.; Freire, P. C. C.; Wex, N.; Janka, H.-T.; Langer, N.; Podsiadlowski,
Ph.; Bozzo, E.; Chaty, S.; Kruckow, M. U.; van den Heuvel, E. P. J.; Antoniadis, J.; Breton, R. P.;
Champion, D. J.: 2017, Formation of Double Neutron Star Systems
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2017arXiv170609438T ArXiv e-prints arXiv:1706.09438.
In this paper, the authors make predictions of the properties of Double Neutron Star (DNS)
systems, which can be tested with SKA1 data. The anticipated increase in known DNS sources
(factor 5-10, with full SKA) will greatly improve the population statistics and thus our knowledge on
DNS formation. SKA will also improve the pulsar timing significantly, which is important to derive
NS masses, distances and proper motions of these systems, and thereby enable testing the
proposed theoretical models.
o) Perera, B. B. P.; Stappers, B. W.; Lyne, A. G.; Bassa, C. G.; Cognard, I.; Guillemot, L.; Kramer,
M.; Theureau, G.; Desvignes, G.: 2017, Evidence for an intermediate-mass black hole in the
globular cluster NGC 6624, http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2017MNRAS.468.2114P Monthly
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 468, 2114-2127
The investigation of more than 25 yr of high-precision timing observations of the millisecond pulsar
PSR B1820-30A (located in the globular cluster NGC 6624) led the authors to propose that the
pulsar is in either a low-eccentricity (0.33 ≲ e ≲ 0.4) smaller orbit with a low-mass companion or
in a high-eccentricity (e ≳ 0.9) larger orbit with a massive companion. The high-eccentricity
solution would imply that the pulsar is most likely orbiting around an intermediate-mass black hole
of mass larger than 7500 solar masses located at the cluster centre. These results suggest that
other globular clusters may also contain central black holes, which could be revealed by the
discovery and subsequent timing study of new pulsars found with SKA1 and located sufficiently
close to the globular cluster centre.

Report provided by Pulsar SWG
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The SKA Outreach World
SKAO Communications & Outreach Department
The last few months have been both busy and exciting within the SKAO Comms Team.
Communications Steering Committee face-to-face meeting
Main highlight was probably the annual face-to-face meeting of the SKA Communications Steering
Committee (CommsSC), that we organised parallel to the Engineering Meeting in June in
Rotterdam. For readers of this eNews not necessarily familiar with the structure of the Comms
group across the partnership, the CommsSC group comprises one representative from each SKA
member country (with the exception of China and New Zealand that have no representative at
present) and is in charge of developing and overseeing the overarching SKA Communications and
Outreach Strategy. In addition to myself (Chair) and Mathieu (vice-Chair), representatives from
Australia, Italy, the Netherlands, South Africa, Sweden and the UK were in attendance this year.
This was an extremely productive meeting, and the 3 full days we dedicated to this didn’t seem to
suffice to cover the breadth of activities under our remit. Overall, the case was made with SC
colleagues for more coordination between the partner institutes and SKAO up-stream to take full
advantage of opportunities and maximise impact and avoid some of the missed opportunities we
have seen recently. Good progress were also made and clear actions/way forward were identified
on a number of topics, including:
● SKA Branding: a brand health check will be conducted shortly to assess the brand
awareness and brand recognition amongst diverse stakeholder groups;
● Overarching comms strategy vs national comms strategies: how to make sure they support
and complement each other;
● Communication plan around key upcoming activities:
○ IGO initialling and signature ceremony;
○ Dish story;
○ AAVS1 story;
○ MeerKAT launch;
● Strategic presence at key upcoming international conferences;
● Online Communication strategy in IGO era;
● Strategy around SKAO in-house publications;
● Media Visits Strategy;
● Visitors Programme Strategy.
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Some members of the SKA Communications Steering Committee during the annual face-toface meeting held in Rotterdam during the Engineering Meeting. From left to right: Robert
Cumming (Sweden), Iris Nijman (invited as guest, Netherlands), Jerry Skinner (Australia),
Lorenzo Raynard (South Africa), Mathieu Isidro (SKAO), William Garnier (SKAO), Roy van
der Werp (Netherlands), Eleonora Ferroni (Italy). Missing on the photo is Chris Buratta (UK).
SKA Engineering Meeting and diplomatic engagement
As reported by many other contributors of this publication, the SKA Engineering Meeting was
another highlight of the last few months in the project. The SKA Comms Team was heavily
involved in the organisation of the conference to ensure a seamless and pleasant experience for
all delegates. This year we also proactively approached the SKA Member Country embassies in
the country to invite them to take part in the engineering meeting. This falls squarely within our
stakeholder engagement strategy to build engagement with the SKA in diplomatic & governmental
circles and proved a success, providing the opportunity for diplomats and ambassadors to engage
with engineers and scientists from their countries who work on the SKA. It is our hope to continue
to do this at every opportunity.
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Mr Vijay Kumar Jaiswal (at the centre on the photo), First Secretary (Trade & OPCW) of the Indian
Embassy in the Netherlands, with part of the Indian delegation

Mr ZHANG Xinmin (far right on the photo), First Secretary of the Science and Technology Office at
the Chinese Embassy in the Netherlands, and part of the Chinese delegation of the Engineering
Meeting
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Mr Andrea Perugini (centre of the photo), Italian Ambassador the the Netherlands, and part of the
Italian delegation of the Engineering Meeting

Dr Brett Mason, Australian Ambassador to the Netherlands, attended the Engineering Meeting
Dinner on the Spido ship
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European Week of Astronomy and Space Science
On the conferences front, SKAO also had a strong presence at the recent European Week of
Astronomy and Space Science (EWASS) conference held in Prague, Czech Republic, at the end
of June. In collaboration with other facilities, the SKA Science Team organised a session on
Synergies between the SKA, Athena and the CTA. The session was very well attended, generating
a lot of very productive discussions. This was complemented by a media briefing where we took
the opportunity to highlight some exciting areas of research (among many) where the SKA will
largely contribute.

Leaflet about the synergy session jointly organised by SKA, Athena and CTA for the EWASS
conference.
We also had a stand allowing for further engagement with the community and providing us the
opportunity to test live our recently launched SKA Virtual Reality (VR) experience. Feedback from
the lucky experimenters was very good.
Last but not least, Mathieu Isidro, the SKAO Deputy Communications Manager, gave a talk on our
stakeholder engagement activities in a well-attended session on policy and public engagement.
Roger Davies, the newly elected President of the European Astronomical Society (EAS) - was in
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the session and supportive of the SKA's efforts to reach the public through "innovation and
inspiration". He then went on to make this point in the closing remarks of the EWASS meeting.

One of the delegates living the SKA VR experience at the SKA stand at EWASS. (c) Pavlína
Jáchimová, photographer AV ČR

Education
Last but not least, we are pleased to report that a lot of high-school students around the world
will now be exposed to the SKA Project, since we now feature in the Oxford University Press
Mathematics textbooks to be used internationally by International Baccalaureate students
aged 14-16. Last year, 55,000 students in more than 600 schools in 86 countries undertook
the IB’s Middle Years Programme. This again fits within our global strategy where, due to
insufficient resources, we currently provide only limited but very targeted efforts in Education,
looking at the widest possible use of material in multiple countries.
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Oxford University Press Mathematics textbooks featuring the SKA

Report provided by SKAO Communications & Outreach Department

ICRAR Report
Community Events
●
●

●

●
●

Cosmic Shambles event—PhD candidate Toby Brown talked about galactic evolution and dark matter to an
audience of 350 people at UWA’s Octagon theatre.
SKA and general astronomy talks for the community were given at:
○ Sorrento Bowling Club for an audience of 57.
○ Yokine Bowling Club for an audience 51.
○ Leeming Sports Association for an audience of 87.
○ Westcoast Community Centre for an audience of 56.
○ Fleur Freame Pavillion in Padbury for an audience of 49.
○ Glen Forrest Sporting Club for an audience of 54.
A community observing event was delivered at Hampton Senior High School in Morley. 110 people attended
including students, teachers and parents. The event included several night sky telescopes observing Jupiter,
the Moon, the Orion Nebula and Jewel Box as well as laser guided sky tours and water rocket launches.
A regional Astrofest took place in Geraldton. The event featured telescopes, sky tours and an
astrophotography exhibition and was attended by 350 people.
A regional Astrofest was delivered in Carnarvon at the Space and Technology Museum on the site of the OTC
Satellite Earth Station. The event was attended by 250 people.
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ICRAR Outreach staff setting up for a guerrilla astronomy in Geraldton. Credit: Kim Steele
School programmes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Prof. Simon Driver presented at the Perth Modern afterschool Science Club to 30 Year 9-12 students. He
spoke about GAMA and his path into astronomy.
Dr Franz Kirsten presented Solar System on a String and Space Q&A to 20 pre-primary students at Collier
Primary School.
Greg Rowbotham travelled to Subiaco Primary School to talk about the Solar System and engage 52 Year 5
students with hands-on activities.
Kirsten Gottschalk visited Mosman Park Primary School to talk about planets and constellations with 25 preprimary students and made stargazers.
Kevin Vinsen talked to 55 Pinjarra SHS students for their career day.
Kirsten Gottschalk went to Bullsbrook College to present to 29 Year 10-12 students.
Kirsten Gottschalk presented to 130 regional primary and secondary teachers (Murray and Waroona District
Schools) about why STEM is important.
13 female students from years 5, 6 & 7 of Perth College, Methodist Ladies College visited ICRAR for a tour, a
chat to our researchers, solar viewing and a presentation from Dr Luke Davies about the prospect of living on
other planets in the future.

Work Experience
●
●

Ella Goonrey, a year 10 student from from St Mary Mackillop in Busselton, spent two days at ICRAR-Curtin
and two days at ICRAR-UWA in early June.
Lachlan Gill and Antony Bondetti, year 10 students from St Stephen's School in Duncraig, spent a week with
ICRAR in late June.
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SPIRIT Remote Telescopes
Following the trend of recent years, SPIRIT has experienced very heavy use again during the first half of the year
thanks to excellent weather. A number of on-site visits have been made to John XXIII College and Iona Presentation
College, with year nine Iona students also visiting ICRAR.
Use has been dominated by two major projects:
● PHYS3003 crowded field CMD project
● ‘Girls in STEM’ variable star light curve project
The second of these sees school students successfully submitting photometric observations to the AAVSO for credit—
a first for Australian high school students. The project will be highlighted at the inaugural Robotic Telescopes, Student
Research and Education Conference in June, including a conference proceedings paper.
Ad hoc SPIRIT use has included students from:
●
●
●
●

Willetton SHS
Perth Waldorf School
John XXIII College
ICRAR

Students from Iona Presentation College Perth visiting the SPIRIT observatories with their science
teacher Katrina Prendergast and coordinator of the SPIRIT program, Paul Luckas.

Report provided by ICRAR
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SKA SA Report
NASSP / SAAO Summer School students visit SKA South Africa offices in Cape Town

A group of 20 National Astrophysics and Space Science Programme / South African
Astronomical Observatory (NSSP / SAAO) Summer School students visited the SKA South Africa
offices in Cape Town on Wednesday, 25 January 2017. The group was hosted by the CAM and
AVN teams. The visit started off with a talk covering the basics of radio astronomy, hosted by
Anton Joubert. The architecture, project timeline and science cases for MeerKAT were presented
by Martin Slabber. Paul Swart gave a talk on similar aspects of the SKA MID and LOW
telescopes. Nkululeko Qwade presented topics covering VLBI and the current progress within the
AVN team, with a focus on the telescope conversion taking place in Ghana. Bulelani Xaia told the
students all about the Young Professionals Development (YPD) Programme and her experiences
within the programme. Athanaseus Ramaila hosted a fun quiz towards the end of the visit. A tour
of the facilities followed, with Qwabe leading them on a tour of the AVN laboratories and Audrey
Dikgale hosted the students in the Control Room and explained all about the knobs, dials and
displays at the telescope operator’s fingertips.

SKA South Africa hosts Communication Stakeholder Forum
SKA South Africa hosted a
Communication Stakeholder Forum
with the Pixley Ka Seme district
Communications Forum in Carnarvon
on Monday, 27 and Tuesday, 28
February 2017. The two-day
programme included a tour of the
SKA site at Losberg.
This forms part of SKA South Africa’s
continuous efforts to collaborate with
all levels of government. The Pixley
Ka Seme district Communications
Forum is responsible for
communication to the communities in
the broader Pixley Ka Seme municipal
district.
Delegates included members of the Pixley Ka Seme district municipality, the Media Diversity Development
Agency, the Mail and Guardian, Government Communication and Information Systems, Brand South
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Africa, The New Age, Northern Cape Tourism, the Pixley Ka Seme Community Arts Forum, the
Department of Science and Technology Communications unit, and the South African Agency for Science
and Technology Advancement.
On Monday, 27 February 2017, a workshop was held during which representatives from Brand SA, the
Mail and Guardian, the Communications Manager from the Pixley Ka Seme municipal district, Beatrice
Bosch, and SKA South Africa delivered presentations on their respective roles and responsibilities.
Strategies to profile SKA on local municipal level, on regional, provincial and national level formed an
integral part of the discussion, and a resolution was undertaken by the Government Communication and
Information Systems (GCIS) committing to share communications platforms with SKA South Africa to
ensure that the positive impact that SKA South Africa has on the Northern Cape and local communities, is
shared.
Representatives from the Media Diversity Development Agency also committed to engage community
media platforms in the Northern Cape to assist in communicating aspects of the project to the local
communities.
On Tuesday, 28 February 2017 the delegation was taken on a site visit to Losberg. The feedback from the
group was overwhelmingly positive and the overall consensus was that the project is something that the
Northern Cape is extremely proud of.

SAN Council of South Africa visits SKA site
Square Kilometre Array South Africa hosted
the San Council of South Africa at the SKA site
at Losberg outside Carnarvon on 15 March
2017.
During the visit the chieftainship of four San
tribes and the Griqua Khoi held a ceremonial
blessing and cleansing of the SKA project and
site. The San tribes that were present include
the, !Xun and Khwe from Platfontein, the
Khomani San and the Xam from the Eastern
Cape. The Khomani San Traditional Dancers
travelled all the way from the Kalahari to
entertain the delegation with a dance that
depicts the San cosmology.
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The San Peoples are members of the earliest, hunter-gatherer, ancestors of humankind to inhabit
Southern Africa. Their territories spanned a large portion of the Southern region, including South Africa
and specifically the Northern Cape, overlapping with the core area where the SKA is being built in the
Karoo.
Chief Katriena Esau of the Western N!U, a tribe of the Khomani-San, lead the ceremonial cleansing and
blessing of the SKA project and site. The 84 year old Ouma Katriena, as she is fondly known, is one of
only a few people who can speak the ancient N!U language fluently. She is the first woman who was
officially inaugurated as the chief of the Western N!U tribe and received the National Order of Boabab
from President Zuma for her excellent contribution in the preservation of a language facing a threat of
extinction.
SKA South Africa is committed to working with both local and indigenous communities to ensure that they
are positioned to benefit from the project. SKA South Africa Managing Director, Dr Rob Adam said: “It is
unthinkable to have the SKA project in South Africa without the involvement of the San Peoples.”
When Dr Adam was the Director General of the Department of Science and Technology he drafted the
policy on Indigenous Knowledge Systems. “I am pleased to have come full circle from the time when I
drafted policies to where we are now where indigenous people are working closely with us on research
projects such as the SKA,” said Dr Adam.
In his address to the delegation, the Kareeberg Mayor Mr Norman van Wyk reiterated his commitment that
the municipality is in full support of the success of the SKA project.
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Members of the San Council of South Africa at the signing of the SKA SA – SAN Council of SA MOU in Cape Town on 16 May 2017.

SKA South Africa signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the San Council of South Africa on Tuesday, 16
May 2017 in Cape Town. This follows the ceremonial blessing and cleansing which took place in March 2017 at the
Losberg site in the Northern Cape, by chieftanship of four San tribes and the Griqua Khoi.

Through this agreement, both the SKA South Africa and SCSA agree to explore opportunities for the
promotion and growth of San Peoples with specific focus on:
1. The promotion of the San culture and heritage;
2. The protection of the San culture and heritage; and
3.The development of the youth of the San Peoples.
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Swiss delegation visits SKA site at Losberg
A Swiss delegation visited the SKA site on Tuesday, 21 March 2017.

SKA South Africa Chief Scientist, Dr Fernando Camilo led the Swiss delegation which included the Swiss
Ambassador to South Africa Helene Budlinger, her spouse Alex Artieda, the Swiss State Secretary for
Education, Research and Innovation Mauro Dell’Ambrogio, the President of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Lausanne (EPFL) Martin Vetterli, Professor Jean-Paul Kneib, Astronomy Professor and Swiss
Scientific Coordinator: SKA, Danièle Rod, Advisor to the EPFl Presidency and Antarctic Circumnavigation
Expedition (ACE) manager, Olivier Küttel, Advisor to the EPFL Presidency on European Union Public
Affairs, Bernadette Hunkerel Brown, Consul, Malin Borg Soares, Scientific Advisor and Dr Thomas Auf der
Heyde, Deputy Director-General in the Department of Science and Technology, South Africa.
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European Parliament delegation visits SKA South Africa office in Cape Town

Members of the European Parliament visited the SKA SA Pinelands office in Cape Town on Friday, 21 April 2017.

A delegation of the European Parliament visited the SKA South Africa office in Cape Town on 21 April
2017. The delegation included Hans van Baalen from the Alliance for Liberals and Democrats for Europe
and Chair of the delegation; Boris Zala, from the Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and
Democrats and 1st Vice-Chair of the delegation; Sabine Verheyen from the Group of the European
People’s Party and 2nd Vice-Chair of the delegation; Markus Ferber from the Group of the European
People’s Party; Theodor Dumitru Stolojan from the Group of the European People’s Party; Anthea
McIntyre from the European Conservatives and Reformists Group; Martina Dlabajová from the Alliance for
Liberals and Democrats for Europe; Fabio de Masi from the European United Left/Nordic Green Left;
David Borrelli from the Europe People’s Party; Stefano Felician from the Europe of Freedom and Direct
Democracy Group; Rok Koželj, administrator; and Niina Väänäen, assistant.
The delegation was welcomed by Dr Rob Adam, SKA South Africa Managing Director, before given an
overview of the project and taken on an extended tour of the Pinelands facilities including the control
room, the radio frequency lab, the digital back-end lab, the digital back-end testing lab, the correlator
beamformer lab; and the AVN lab.
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Strategic partnerships and Northern Cape Stakeholder
Engagement
SKA South Africa and Kareeberg Local Municipality collaborates

Members of the SKA South Africa management team had a one day workshop with members of the
Kareeberg Local Municipality on 1 February 2017 to provide input to the Municipality’s Integrated
Development Planning (IDP).
The Municipality undertook to include SKA South Africa in its five-year development strategy. All aspects
of the SKA South Africa project relating to the Municipal IDP was discussed. A brief summary of the
science behind the SKA was given and land acquisition, infrastructure development, schools programmes,
human capital development, telecommunications, stakeholder relations and requirements and support
from the Municipality were also discussed.

During the meeting members of the Municipality, the regional municipality and SKA South Africa agreed
and confirmed that collaboration is key to the success of the mutually beneficial relationship between the
Municipality and SKA.
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The Municipality was represented by Mayor Norman van Wyk, the municipal manager Willem de Bruyn,
the Coordinator of Special Projects Koos Gous, and several other members of the Municipal Council.

SKA South Africa was represented by several staff members delivering presentations to the members of
the Municipality, which included Kim de Boer, Lorenzo Raynard, Tracy Cheetham, Dr Adrian Tiplady,
Pontsho Maruping and Dr Anton Binneman.

The Northern Cape Province was represented at the meeting by Paki Monyobo, Project Manager in the
Northern Cape Provincial Government; Zolie Mjandana and Mxolisi Bosman from the Department of
Cooperative Governance, Human Settlements and Traditional Affairs (Coghsta); Gerhard de Bruin from
the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management unit in the Northern Cape Department of Rural
Development; and Beitrice Bosch from the Pixley Ka Seme District Municipality.

Through interactions such as this, SKA South Africa continues to build on the positive relationship with
local municipalities through collaborations on different levels and affecting all sectors of the local
communities around the project.
SKA South Africa and Karoo Hoogland local municipality collaborates

Following the meetings with the Kareeberg Municipality, members of the SKA South Africa management
team had a one-day workshop with the Karoo Hoogland Municipality on 8 February 2017 to provide input
to the Municipality’s Integrated Development Planning (IDP).
The Karoo Hoogland Municipality is the same municipality that hosts SALT in Sutherland and the
municipality will also host about 50% of the SKA.
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The Municipality undertook to include SKA South Africa in its five-year development strategy and into its
Spatial Development Framework (SDF). All aspects of the SKA South Africa project relating to the
municipal Integrated Development Plan and SDF was discussed.
A brief summary of the science behind the SKA was given and land acquisition, infrastructure
development, schools programmes, human capital development, telecommunications, stakeholder
relations and requirements and support from the Municipality were also discussed. SKA will be using one
of the Municipalities’ offices as a temporary visitor centre in Williston.
The Municipality was represented by Mayor Verushka Wentzel, the municipal manager Gustav Von
Mollendorf and several other members of the Municipal Council.
SKA SA was represented by several staff members delivering presentations to the members of the
Municipality, which included Kim de Boer, Tracy Cheetham, Dr Adrian Tiplady, Pontsho Maruping and Dr
Anton Binneman.
Through interactions such as this, SKA South Africa continues to build on the positive relationship with
local municipalities through collaborations on different levels and affecting all sectors of the local
communities around the project. SKA works intensively with the local municipalities as well as the regional
municipality, the Office of the Premier and the provincial government.
Meeting with Uniting Reformed Church, Carnarvon
SKA South Africa met with the members of the Uniting Reformed Church in Carnarvon in response to a
service held by the Church on 29 January 2017 where strong allegations were made with regards to SKA.
At a meeting held on 17 February 2017 SKA communicated the facts and started discussing a way
forward with regards to collaboration and communication between the Church and the SKA. The URC
synod assisted the SKA to secure this meeting and will assist in the way forward.

SKA and Agri SA partners for the benefit of local communities
SKA South Africa and Agri SA signed an agreement that commits both organisations to jointly ensure that
local communities of the Karoo benefit from the SKA project.
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In anticipation of the impacts that the construction of the SKA radio telescope will have on the
environment and local communities in the Karoo, SKA South Africa is partnering with civil society
organisations to ensure that these impacts remain positive. On the 22nd of February 2017, an agreement
was entered into between SKA South Africa and Agri SA.
Currently SKA South Africa is negotiating with landowners to buy 32 portions of land or a total of 118,000
hectares to build the core of the SKA. This will be sufficient land to build the entire core of the SKA radio
telescope. Antennas will also be built across three spiral arms that will stretch out from the core. Use of
the land for the purpose of establishing the spiral arms will be negotiated by establishing servitude
agreements with landowners.
Through this agreement between Agri SA and SKA South Africa, both organisations commit to
continuously explore ways where affected agricultural land is optimised to accommodate ongoing farming
activities where possible, as long as the functioning of the radio observatory is not compromised.
Through its affiliated membership, Agri SA represents the interests of farmers in South Africa. The
expertise of this farming community will assist SKA South Africa to deal with land management challenges
such as predator control and the control of alien invasive plants.
The local farming community, including farmworkers, will be affected by the restrictions placed on the use
of modern telecommunication devices. The SKA South Africa commits itself to invest in the development
of alternate technology that will ensure that the impact is minimised. Through this agreement, frequent
needs assessments will be conducted to ensure that these alternative solutions meet the communication
needs of the affected communities.
Johannes Möller, the President of Agri SA says: “Agri SA is keen to develop partnerships and this one
represents a partnership to develop relations and solutions to farmers and communities in the area.”
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The Managing Director of SKA South Africa, Dr Rob Adam says of this agreement: “My vision for the
SKA in South Africa is to continue building our relationship with the people living on and close to the
SKA site in the Karoo. Various socio-economic studies point to the needs of local people with regard to
education, employment and quality of life. It is the responsibility of both SKA South Africa and local
farmers to work together to build a sustainable future for this part of the Karoo that we are privileged to
work and live in. Through this agreement with Agri SA, the SKA South Africa expresses its commitment
to work in partnership with the organised farming sector to ensure that maximum benefit is derived from
hosting the SKA radio telescope in the Karoo.”
Community Information Sessions held in Carnarvon and Van Wyksvlei

Telalo Lekalake from SKA SA speaks to community members in Van Wyksvlei.
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Nolwazi Mthembu and Melissa Davids of the SKA SA Supply Chain Management Team assisting a community member with information.

SKA South Africa held two Community Information Sessions in Carnarvon and Van Wyksvlei on Monday,
8 and Tuesday, 9 May 2017. SKA South Africa used the opportunity to review the information shared at
the previous session in November 2016; provide feedback on the Land Acquisition Process (LAP); provide
feedback on the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA); the economic impact of SKA on the area;
and to provide feedback on the SKA South Africa Human Capital Development programme. “It is the aim
of these sessions for SKA South Africa to provide feedback and afford members of the communities with
the opportunity to voice concerns and ask questions,” said Dr Rob Adam, SKA South Africa’s Managing
Director. Prior to the community information sessions, members of the SKA South Africa Supply Chain
Management and Commercialisation teams conducted workshops with small businesses within the
communities of Carnarvon and Van Wyksvlei. They used the opportunity to provide an outline of the SKA
South Africa supply chain processes and policies, an outline of SKA South Africa products and service
needs, and provide answers to questions regarding the registration of service providers on the Central
Suppliers Database.
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IAU and SKA South Africa collaborate to promote science communication in Africa

Students participating in the science communication training workshop in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

The International Astronomical Union (IAU) Office for Young Astronomers (OYA) and SKA South Africa
collaborated to host a science communication training workshop for 30 African postgraduate astronomy
students in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 20-21 May 2017. The workshop was an extension of the IAU 2017
International School for Young Astronomer (ISYA), a 2-week school that offered students selected by the
IAU OYA the opportunity to broaden their perspectives on astronomy through a series of lectures,
practical exercises, observations and exchanges facilitated by an international faculty.
Students participating in the science communication training workshop were introduced to the theory of
science engagement, and were required to complete various practical components that transferred basic
skills in message strategy, public speaking, science journalism, social media, and science engagement
project design.
The workshop, coordinate by the SKA South African Communications Unit, was facilitated by the IAU
Office of Astronomy for Development (OAD) staff, IAU ISYA faculty members, SKA South Africa content
specialists and communication staff, and science communicators from East Africa.
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“Scientists have a responsibility to communicate the content and value of their research to society, so that
citizens are empowered to make informed decisions and hold their leadership accountable about research
that affects their daily lives or the future of their country,” says Ann Ng’Endo, an MSc student in
astrophysics at the University of Nairobi. She continues by saying: “This workshop provided me with the
tools that I need to develop a message about why astronomy and my research is important for the
development of Kenya and Africa, and to communicate this clearly to non-scientific audiences.”

SKA South Africa partners with Micron on a Webinar ahead of ISC Show 2017

SKA South Africa partnered with Micron in hosting a Webinar on 13 June 2017 facilitated by Jim Adams,
NASA Deputy Chief Technologist (Retired), ahead of the International Supercomputing Conference (ISC)
2017 which was held in Frankfurt, Germany. The theme of the Webinar was Deeping our understanding of
space: how collaborative research and supercomputing is advancing the boundaries of human knowledge
and widening our understanding of the Universe. Speakers included Simon Ratcliffe, SKA South Africa
Technical Lead – Scientific Computing; Francois Kapp, SKA South Africa Sub-system Manager: Digital
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Back-end; Steve Pawlowski, Vice President Computing Solutions, Micron; and Juri Schmidt, Research
Associate, Computer Science (openHMC Project) at the University of Heidelberg.
Ratcliffe opened the Webinar by providing an overview of the SKA South Africa’s MeerKAT project, while
Kapp spoke about SKA South Africa’s high performance computing needs. Pawlowski’s contribution
covered Supercomputing, the Future, and Schmidt gave more insight into the Technological Challenges,
Open Sourcing and the openHMC Project.
SKA South Africa hosts SA’s 2016 top matriculants
SKA South Africa hosted South Africa’s 2016 top 20 matriculants in mathematics and physical science at
the SKA site at Losberg on 25 June 2017. The visit formed part of a collaboration between SKA South
Africa and the National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) to host the students on a week-long
national astronomy tour.
The students, now all first year students in science, technology and innovation-related fields, were
selected by the NSTF to participate in the organisation’s Brilliants Programme. Each student was the 2016
top-performing female or male matriculant in their province, based on their marks in mathematics and
physical science in the most recent National Senior Certificate (Grade 12) Examinations.
The NSTF Brilliants visited various other astronomy sites, including the South African Large Telescope
(SALT) outside of Sutherland, South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) in Observatory, and the
Iziko Planetarium in Cape Town. The students also received training in basic stargazing in the Karoo,
participated in an introduction to Big Data Workshop by Google, and visited various scientific tourism sites
on route and in Cape Town.
Dylan Maluleke, a matriculant from Thohoyandou Technical High and now a first-year BSc (Civil
Engineering) student at the University of Cape Town, says that the visit to the SKA site changed the way
he perceived the value of his degree and career choice. “I now have a clear understanding of how I can
use engineering, not only for the better of my country, but also for the better of rural villages like my own. I
don’t know when, I don’t know how, but I know that I will make a difference.”
The tour concluded with the prestigious NSTF-South32 Awards Gala Dinner held at Emperor’s Palace,
Kempton Park in Gauteng on 29 June 2017. The awards celebrated the 2017 International Year of
Sustainable Tourism for Development, and profiled the importance of MeerKAT and SKA for sustainable
scientific tourism in South Africa.
Watch the highlights video of the astronomy tour here.
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Northern Cape teachers receive robotics training

The teachers programming their robot to move forward until it senses an object less than 5 cm in front of it and should stop. The two-day
event was held in the Carnarvon High School hall.

Thirteen teachers from schools in Carnarvon, Vosburg, Loxton, Van Wyksvlei, Williston and
Brandvlei participated in the Astemi Robotics Training 1 and 2 Explorer Competition on the 10
and 11 March 2017 at the Carnarvon High School. The first day of the training covered the
introduction to robotics which involved understanding the various parts of the EV3 LEGO
Mindstorms Set Box. The teachers were also trained on how to connect sensors, motors, and
establish these connections using Bluetooth. They were trained on coding and transferring a
program and when and how to use each program block.
On the second day, the teachers were trained on how to integrate robotics into the classroom
using the Teacher Guide 1: Learn Robotics – EV3 Tasks. The teachers were keen to register for
the World Robotics Olympiad and three Grade 10 learners from Carnarvon High School
participated in the national finals at the Tshwane University of Technology in 2016. Certificates
were issued to all the teachers that participated.
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Careers Day – Bandwidth Barn 2017

Aphiwe Hotele from the SKA SA Science Processing Team delivering a presentation to learners from Khayelitsha at the Careers Day
held at Bandwidth Barn on Friday, 28 April 2017.

Learners from Khayelitsha at the Careers Day held at Bandwidth Barn on Friday, 28 April 2017.

SKA South Africa participated in Careers Day, which was hosted by and held at Bandwidth Barn
in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on Friday, 28 April 2017. The purpose of the career expo was to
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expose to and inform learners from Khayelitsha about career opportunities and bursaries
available in the STEM industry. SKA South Africa shared information about SKA, radio
astronomy, careers and bursary opportunities available at SKA South Africa. While high school
learners from Grades 10 to 12 attended, Bandwidth Barn is also a public facility and therefore
members of the community also attended the event. SKA South Africa was represented by
Aphiwe Hotele from the Science Data Processing Unit and Thobela Baxana from the Digital
Back-end Unit, both based in the Cape Town office.
Carnarvon Primary Team takes third place at Virtual Gear Robotics Competition

Dr Rob Adam, SKA SA Managing Director, with the team members of Teen Titans, Chevandré Tieties and Juvandré Andreas and Odwa
Magabuko from the SKA SA Schools Outreach team and Carnarvon Primary School Principal, Ms Vanessa Pfeiffer.

A team from Carnarvon Primary School took third place in the Virtual Gear Robotics Competition. Teen
Titans, with member Junvandré Andreas and Chivandré Tieties, both in Grade 7, participated in the First
Timers category, which is for teams where none of the team members has ever competed in a LEGO
robotics competition. This category provides an encouraging and non-threatening environment for
learners who are new to robotics. All robot design and competition runs were performed locally and were
video recorded. Teen Titans scored an overall total of 262 points, of which 35 points were for trial runs, 42
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for the Engineering Design video submitted, 105 points in round one, and 80 points in round two. View the
video here.
The Virtual GEAR competition is designed for teams that cannot / do not want to travel to an on-site
GEAR competition and broadens participation to an international audience. Robots are designed and
tested locally. Teams create and upload videos demonstrating their robots’ performance and explaining
their engineering design process.
Teen Titans competed against the Young Spanners from Laerskool Wierdapark in Centurion, Gauteng
and the Deutsche Schule in Pretoria. These teams took first and second place respectively.

UWC Open Day 2017

Felicia Mmudi, a former SKA SA intern, at the UWC Open Day held on Saturday, 6 May 2017.

SKA South Africa participated in the Open Day 2017 at the University of the Western Cape (UWC) on
Saturday, 6 May 2017. The purpose of the event was to engage with learners, students and members of
the public, informing them about the courses that the institution offers. This was an opportunity for SKA
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South Africa to inform these audiences about the project, careers and opportunities available at SKA
South Africa and to make informed decisions when choosing their courses.
The SKA South Africa team was represented by Felicia Mmudi who completed her internship with the
AVN unit at SKA South Africa in February 2017 and is currently studying at the Cape Peninsula University
of Technology, and Anver Adams, one of the SKA South Africa bursary holders from the Northern Cape
studying at UWC.
Siyambonga Matshawule, a former telescope operator at SKA South Africa currently a lecturer at UWC,
was also part of the SKA South Africa team at the Open Day. They provided information about astronomy
and telescope operation, careers at the SKA, their involvement in the project and their career journeys.

Schools outreach in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN)

Namhla Mabombo, a Junior Systems Engineer in the Digital Backend Unit interacting with learners at the Zululand Festival.
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Nkululeko Qwabe, a Software Engineer in the AVN unit with learners at the Zululand Festival.

SKA South Africa conducted an outreach activity at the Siyamukela High School and the
ArcelorMittal Science Centre in Newcastle on 22 May 2017, and participated in the Zululand
Festival (ZulFest) from 24 to 27 May 2017. SKA South Africa were represented by Namhla
Mabonbo, a junior Systems Engineer in the Digital Back-end Unit, and Nkululeko Qwabe, a
Software Engineer in the AVN unit, both based in the Cape Town office.
The team gave a presentation to two different groups of science learners at Siyamukela High.
The content of the presentation included an overview of the SKA project, the career journey of
the SKA representatives, different careers that exist at SKA and career opportunities. The
learners received the presentation very well and the educators were very grateful to have SKA
talking to the learners about fields that some of them did not know even existed.
After the presentations at Siyamukela High School, the team headed to the Acerlor Mittal
Science Centre. The team also conducted workshops with learners from Sipheni Primary School,
Mbalenhle Primary School, Bethamoya High School and Ikhwezi High School in Newcastle.
From 24 to 26 May 2017, the team held exhibitions and more workshops with difference schools
at the University of Zululand Science Centre in Richards Bay, as part of the Zululand Festival. On
27 May 2017 an exhibition was held at the Boardwalk Mall in Richards Bay where the target
audience was members of the public.
Eding International Festival in Polokwane
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Isabella Rammala, Junior Commissioning Scientist at SKA SA, with learners at the Eding Festival in Polokwane.

SKA South Africa participated in the Eding International Festival, which was held in Polokwane
Showgrounds in Limpopo, from 15-19 May 2017. The festival is an annual event, which aims to
showcase cutting edge innovation in the field of science, technology, engineering and innovation
(STEMI) fields in South Africa, to provide career guidance and share some of the country’s
success stories in these fields with learners. It also aims to inspire and motivate learners to select
careers in these fields. The event is supported by the South African Agency for Science and
Technology Advancement (SAASTA).
The SKA South Africa was represented by Isabella Rammala, a Junior Commissioning Scientist
and Mpho Mphego, a Correlator-Beamformer at the SKA South Africa offices in Cape Town. The
role of the representatives at the festival was to do an exhibition, fun activities at the exhibition
and provide presentations. The audience consisted of mostly learners and teachners from
Polokwane, and some members of the public.
Career Awareness Day in Mamelodi, Pretoria
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Thobela Baxana, a Test Engineer in the Digital Backend Unit at SKA SA in Cape Town interacting with learners at the Career Awareness
Day in Mamelodi.

SKA South Africa and HartRAO participated in Career Awareness Day, which took place in
Mamelodi West in Pretoria on 27 May 2017. The event was organised by and held at the
Evangelical Lutheran Church of South Africa. The Career Awareness Day is an annual event,
which is led by the Young Adults League of the church, and it has been running since 2008. The
purpose of the event was to give career guidance to members of the youth in and around
Mamelodi.
Thobela Baxana, a Test Engineer in the Digital Back-end Unit at SKA South Africa in Cape
Town, and Tony Dhlamini, a Science Communicator at HartRAO presented to the audience.
There were a number of other organisations participating in the event and each organisation was
given 10 minutes to speak about their organisation and careers in its respective industries.
Baxana provided basic information on SKA and HartRAO, and information on careers and career
opportunities in these two organisations.
The audience consisted of Grade 8 to 12 learners, first year students, members of the community
and church congregants from Mamelodi and surrounding areas. The learners were very
interested in careers in astronomy.
SKA South Africa participates in Expo 2017 being held in Astana, Kazakhstan
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The Africa Plaza at Expo 2017 in Astana, Kazakhstan.
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Ambassador KST Matthews with Ambassadors from other African countries at the opening of the Africa Plaza at Expo 2017.

SKA South Africa represents that Department of Science and Technology (DST) and South
Africa at Expo 2017, currently underway in Astana, Kazakhstan until 10 September 2017. Expo
2017, which kicked off on 10 June 2017, showcases 115 countries and 22 international
organisations participating. While the theme of the Expo is Energy of the Future the expo
presents an ideal opportunity to promote South Africa and the African continent’s involve in SKA.
It is expected that 2 million tourists will visit the exhibition and a total number of vists will be about
5 million. It is planned that 85% of the total number of visitors will be citizens of Kazakhstan, and
15% - foreign nationals, mostly of which will come from the CIS countries and China. A significant
number of tourists is also expected to arrive from Europe, Turkey and the United States.
The South African stand is located in the Africa Plaza, with neighbouring stands from 22 African
countries. SKA South Africa partners with the DST and the South African Embassy in
Kazakhstan in managing the exhibition stand to profile the SKA and South Africa on an
international platform.
Other aspects of the exhibition include profiling the Northern Cape as a tourist destination, with
focus on the San Culture. Tyrone van Balla, an Electronic Engineer in the Digital Back-end Team
of SKA South Africa, joined an SKA South Africa delegation attending the opening week at Expo
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2017. “The experience to travel to Kazakhstan and attend Expo 2017 was phenomenal. My
participation in Expo 2017 was to engage with the visitors on the SKA and our work in South
Africa, which was an enriching interaction,” says Van Balla.
The Africa Plaza at Expo 2017 was officially opened on Monday, 12 June 2017 by the South
African Ambassador to Kazakhstan, Her Excellency KST Matthews and Ambassadors from other
African countries, including Kenya, Morocco, Benin, Burkina Faso, the Central African Republic,
the Gambia, Ghana, Democratic Republic of Congo, Yemen, Comoros, Lesotho, Liberia and
Madagascar.
Ambassador Matthews has been appointed as the South Africa Commissioner at Expo 2017 and
leads the South Africa presence at the Expo. “This Expo will go a long way for cross-pollination of
knowledge exchange, information and friendship to ease the path for future energy,” said
Ambassador Matthews.

Anita Loots, SKA SA Head: Office for Africa Planning in the Office of the Managing Director, visited Expo 2017 as part of the
National Day celebrations held on 18 July 2017. Loots expanded on the Africa VLBI Network and the soon-to-be-launched Ghana
radio telescope in Kutunse.
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SKA South Africa led the Mandela Day commemorations at the South African National Day
celebrations on Tuesday, 18 July 2017 at Expo 2017, currently underway in Astana, Kazakhstan.
SKA South Africa featured the African Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) as part of the
National Day celebrations, sharing information about the network of VLBI-capable radio
telescopes on the African continent. The first of these to be launched will be the converted
antenna in Kutunse in Ghana on the 24th of August 2017.
SA Agulhas II Open Day
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Mariet Venter from SKA SA (left) and Marion West from HartRAO (right) interacts with learners and members of the public at the
SA Agulhas II Open Day held in Cape Town on 23 and 24 June 2017.

HartRAO and SKA South Africa exhibited at the SA Agulhas II Open Day, which was held at the
East Pier Quay, V&A Waterfront in Cape Town on 23-24 June 2017. The SA Agulhas II is a
state-of-the-art polar research and supply vessel, and plays a fundamental role in support of the
country’s involvement in Antarctica and the sub-Antarctic Islands, carrying out research of
national interest in the Southern Ocean. The Open Day gives the public an opportunity to explore
the ship and the Department of Environmental Affairs’ work in the oceans and coastal
environment. Visitors to the Open Day went on a guided tour of the vessel and enjoyed
exhibitions and displays by different exhibitors, including HartRAO and SKA South Africa’s
exhibition.
The team members that participated at the exhibition were Prof Ludwig Combrinck and Marion
West from HartRAO. SKA South Africa was represented by Mariet Venter, Mpho Mphego and
Anele Nzama. The team interacted with thousands of learners and members of the public who
came to see the ship and to learn about difference research programmes performed by South
Africans on the islands.
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ASSET Mathematics and Science Holiday Programme

Top: Learners attending the holiday programme at the Cape Town Science Centre. Bottom: Lerato Sebokolodi and Isaac
Sihlangu from SKA SA interact with learners during the holiday programme at the Cape Town Science Centre during July 2017.
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SKA South Africa content specialists Audrey Dikgale, Lerato Sebokolodi, Isaak Sihlangu,
Vereese van Tonder and Namhla Mabombo participated in workshops and presentations for
Grade 8 and Grade 9 learners at the Cape Town Science Centre on 5 and 11 July 2017. The
learners were part of a holiday programme administered by ASSET in partnership with Living
Maths and the Cape Town Science Centre. In the programme, the learners are exposed to
mathematics and science in interactive and practical ways. The SKA South Africa team delivered
a 1-hour motivational and career guidance talk; and a workshop for three difference groups.

Report provided by SKA SA

UK Outreach Report
Science on display at Manchester’s Trafford Centre
Manchester’s Trafford Centre hosted its annual Science Xtravaganza event on 22/23 April, with scientists
from the University of Manchester running pop-up stands featuring everything from astronomy to the
chemistry of nail varnish. Staff from the Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics and the SKA Organisation
joined shoppers on the second day of the event to show them how scientists study the invisible Universe
using different types of telescopes. The SKA was featured on the stand, with staff from both the University
and also the SKAO explaining to visitors the vast scale of the project with the help of SKAO’s interactive
display table and pop-up banners.

SKA volunteers at the Science Xtravaganza
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The Science X event provided an opportunity to engage with a diverse range of people in an unusual
environment, including visitors who would not normally visit science centres.

SKA at the International Centre for Life
The Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) roadshow ‘Seeing the Universe in All its Light’ was
on display from 11 January to 30 March 2017 in the Life Science Centre, part of the International Centre for
Life, in Newcastle. The roadshow is a touring exhibition showcasing UK expertise involved in international
telescopes like the Very Large Telescope (VLT), the Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) and the
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). It also includes our interactive SKA exhibit containing information
on both the engineering and science of the SKA project and models of the SKA-low antennas and the SKAmid dishes.

The roadshow attracted a high number of visitors with more than 55,000 members of the public visiting the
roadshow during its stay.

Public Talks
UK scientists and engineers have been showcasing their work on the SKA project in a number of public
talks.
Dr Amin Aminaei, from the University of Oxford, gave a talk on the SKA to around 50 members of the
British Computer Society (BCS), the Gloucester Branch of the Institute of Engineering and Technology
(IET) and the Cotswold Astronomy Society (CAS) in May 2017. Dr Aminaei is a Digital System
Commissioning Engineer, working on data acquisition and digital signal processing for SKA-low.
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Dr Hayden Rampadarath, from the University of Manchester, visited the Chesterfield Astronomical Society
in July 2017 to tell them about the SKA. Dr Rampadarath is working on the development of the SKA
imaging pipeline as part of the Science Data Processor consortium.

The Bluedot festival at Jodrell Bank
Jodrell Bank, part of The University of Manchester and the location of the SKA headquarters, hosted the
second Bluedot festival from 7 -9 July. Appealing to both young people and families alike, the festival
included not only music from artists such as the Pixies, Orbital and Alt-J but also incorporated a science
garden, art installations in the arboretum and a range of science shows and film screenings.
th

th

The combined UK-SKA and SKAO stand was located within the Star Field and featured the STFC
interactive exhibit and the SKAO interactive table-top display, with the SKA inflatable dish once again
proving popular with visitors.
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This year we ran a hands-on construction activity using spaghetti and marshmallows, which entertained
festival goers both young and old, and gave us an opportunity to spend time talking to visitors about the
SKA project.

In addition, there were several public talks from UK scientists and engineers working on the SKA, including
Professor Keith Grainge who leads the SKA Signal and Data Transport (SaDT) consortium.
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Total visitor numbers are not yet available but feedback from last year’s bluedot suggested that many of the
visitors had not visited a science centre before, so the festival provides an opportunity to engage with a
new, harder to reach audience.

Report provided by Hilary Kay, UK SKA Outreach Officer

ASTRON Report
LOFAR Ireland officially launched

New antenna station further increases sensitivity of the world's largest radio telescope

On 27 July 2017, the newly built Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) station in Ireland officially opened.
This extends the largest radio telescope in the world, connecting to its central core of antennas in
the north of the Netherlands, now forming a network of two thousand kilometres across.
Astronomers can now study the history of the universe in even more detail. The station was opened
by the Irish Minister for Training, Skills, Innovation, Research and Development, John Halligan.
The international LOFAR telescope (ILT) is a European network of radio antennas, connected by a
high-speed fibre optic network. With the data of thousands of antennas together, now including the
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Irish antennas, powerful computers create a virtual dish with a diameter of two thousand kilometres.
The telescope thus gets has an even sharper and more sensitive vision.

More detail
Rene Vermeulen, Director of the ILT, is very excited about this new collaboration."Thanks to the
new LOFAR station in Ireland, we can observe the universe in even more detail. For example, we
can look more closely at objects near and far, from our Sun to black holes, magnetic fields, and the
emergence of galaxies in the early Universe. These are important areas of research for
astronomers in the Netherlands and other ILT partner countries."
The Irish LOFAR team is led by Professor Peter Gallagher (Trinity College Dublin), an expert on
Solar astrophysics. Vermeulen: “Studying the Sun, including solar flares, is an important branch of
astronomical research. In this and other areas Irish researchers bring important reinforcement to
our partnership.”
Successful tests
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LOFAR was designed and built by ASTRON, the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy. Earlier
this month, a team from ASTRON conducted the final delivery tests of the Irish station on the Birr
castle estate. The antennas, which conduct measurements at the lowest frequencies that can be
observed from the earth, perform according to specification. The fibre optic network has already
been successfully connected to the supercomputer in the computing centre in Groningen, which
combines the data of the thousands of antennas.
Dutch production
The assignment for the manufacture of all components for the Irish LOFAR station was carried out
by AstroTec Holding BV, a subsidiary of ASTRON. The production of electronic components for the
receivers, the antennas and LOFAR-specific signal processing equipment has been carried out
almost entirely by companies in the North of the Netherlands.

Report provided by Roy Van Der Werp, ASTRON
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News From Observer Member Countries
News From France
French subtitles for the SKA Trailer “Discovering the Unknown”
We are happy to announce that, thanks to the collaboration between SKAO, CNRS/INSU and
SKA-France, the SKA Trailer “Discovering The Unknown” is now available with French subtitles.

LAB officially involved in the SKA DISH Consortium
The Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Bordeaux (LAB) is now officially involved in the activities of
the SKA DISH consortium. Based on its internationally recognised expertise on the ALMA project,
LAB is, in particular, actively collaborating in the development of the highest frequency receiver
(Band 5) of SKA1.
As the DISH consortium is currently in the process of renewing its mandate, a letter from Phil
Diamond (SKA Director-General) was sent to the SKA-France coordination to formalise the
important role of LAB in this phase of finalisation of the SKA1 design.

Code optimisation work in collaboration with ATOS-Bull
We reported in previous eNews the successful organisation of scientific workshops within the
French signal processing community, and of industry workshops with the main RTO and the
biggest software and hardware companies in France potentially interested to the SKA.
As a first concrete result, SKA-France has now identified about 15 researchers sharing radio data
reduction algorithms, working presently in collaboration with ATOS-Bull for code optimisation and
architecture testing. The initial tests are focusing on the optimisation of state-of-the-art algorithms
developed by C. Tasse (Observatoire de Paris), whose imaging tool (DDFacet) is currently being
implemented in the LOFAR and MeerKAT Surveys pipeline. The development of the algorithm has
seen an intense collaboration of C. Tasse with the South African group of Prof. O. Smirnov
(Rhodes University and SKA SA) and has been the object of an enthusiastic publication in the last
SKA-South African News.
During the last SKA Engineering Meeting, the algorithm optimisation work coordinated by SKAFrance between industry and academic partners was presented to members of the Science Data
Processing (SDP) SKA consortium, who appreciated the originality of the approach as well as the
expected impact on SKA performances.
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In this framework, on July 13, 2017, John Bancroft (Director of INTERACT Project and Manager of
Industry Engagement in the Research and Innovation Office of Auckland University of Technology,
and SDP member) presented at the last meeting of the New Zealand SKA Alliance (NZA) an
overview of the work performed in France by the ATOS-Bull Center for Excellence in Parallel
Programming (CEPP) on C. Tasse’s code “DDFacet”. The slides, provided to John by ATOS-Bull
and SKA-France, are available here for interested readers.

SKA-France Integrated Energy Management Workshop

Participants to the SKA-France Integrated Energy Management Workshop

SKA-France organised a workshop on integrated management of the whole energy chain for the
SKA, from the detector to the output of the data centers. Invited participants, both from industry
and research institutes, convened on April 12, 2017 at CNRS/INSU premises.
The meeting started with a welcome speech of G. Perrin (CNRS/INSU, Deputy director, Head of
Astronomy & Astrophysics Division). After an update about the SKA project by M. Perault
(CNRS/INSU, Observer for France at the SKA Board) and the SKA-France recent activities and
progresses by C. Ferrari (SKA-France coordinator), G. Marquette (CNRS/INSU, SKA French
Industry Liaison) introduced the main aims of the meeting. These included:
● the discussion of clever integrated energy management solutions for SKA cost and energy
saving;
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● the initial presentation of a big collaborative project between industry and academic
participants within the SKA-France coordination.
The meeting also included the presentation of new possible industry partners and an update from
companies already in contact with SKA-France. More information can be found at the SKAFrance web page.

Recent SKA related
scientific meetings

talks

in

French

A meeting of the French Galaxy Cluster Euclid Group
led by S. Maurogordato (OCA) and J. Bartlett (APC)
was held on May 3rd and 4th, 2017 in Paris (APC
Laboratory). C. Ferrari (SKA-France coordinator) was
invited to present a talk about “The SKA-Euclid
Synergies for galaxy cluster studies”.

The SKA-France coordination was involved in the organisation of the Transient Sky (TS2020)
workshop. The meeting was held from June 20 to June 22, 2017 at LAL department in Orsay
(France) and supported by the French National Programme for High Energies (PNHE) and
Science Department of the University Paris-Sud.
In view of new major facilities that will cover the whole electromagnetic spectrum and additional
messengers, like neutrinos and gravitational waves, the main aim of the meeting was to federate
the time-domain French astronomy community. The expected contribution of the SKA and
pathfinder instruments (including the French NenuFAR array)
were presented by two experts of the field, Stéphane Corbel
(AIM, USN) and Julien Girard (AIM).
The SKA-France coordinator was invited to present the SKA
project to the meeting Journées MAESTRO[1] 2017 (June 23rd
2017; Marseille, France).
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The talk - focused principally on the SKA requirements in terms of data analysis, processing and
storage - captured the audience, mostly specialised on Big Data problems and/or solutions in the
astronomical field. Very importantly, the two major astronomical facilities that were presented at
the meeting (SKA and LSST) share similar methodological issues related to data handling, as well
as main scientific interests, such as transient sources and cosmological studies.
In June 2017, the SKA-France coordination was also invited to present the SKA project and its
scientific, technological and industrial preparation in France to a few CNRS panels, mostly
interdisciplinary and beyond the astronomical field.

Report provided by Chiara Ferrari, Coordinator of SKA-France

News From Portugal
Biostirling 4 SKA Project achieved final success!
Portugal, Spain, Netherlands
Authors: Domingos Barbosa, Lourdes Verdes Montenegro, Arnold van Ardenne for the Biostirling 4
SKA Consortium
Phased array approaches for the SKA such as LFAA and the future MFAA, functionally rely on
significant pre-processing per observing station before combining all stations output in a central
correlator.
Interestingly enough, while it appears that this reliance on significant pre-processing greatly
increases the power needs, there are two mitigating aspects that work in advantage of this concept
setting aside its huge observing capability. Addressing both the reduction of electrical costs and
the generation and management of electricity at system level is paramount to avoid future
inefficiencies and higher costs, while enabling fulfillments of Science Cases like Transient
observations or other Virtual Observatory (VO) triggered observations whose operational modes
may produce sudden peak power loads. In particular, since the (power hungry) data processing
location is conditioned by the experiment, and not by the computational facilities, it results in far
from optimal efficiency, higher capital expenditure (CAPEX) and higher Operational Costs (OPEX).
On the concept level the reliance on a "software telescope" such as the phased array concepts,
reduces the number of stations as the collecting area per station is larger. Interestingly enough this
reduces the requirements of the central processing units and hence of the corresponding power
needs.
As of now, the station requires probably a higher power as a result of the pre-processing and
aggregate needs of the receivers, and so this invites the need for a station level power solution. At
the same time, this may reduce the costly copper requirement to the central processing when
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using fiber optic interconnect-and network solutions, which simultaneously increases radio
interference and lightning (if any) effects.
Powering the stations for a system approach would be hugely beneficial for the conditions at the
sites, appears therefore an appealing choice potentially positioning the SKA as a "green"
telescope while reducing the operational costs and its carbon footprint. Such were the key
arguments to advance innovative solutions that are being explored in the project, Biostirling, for
SKA ("B4S”).
Aligned with the trend of renewable resources, the overall objective of the project was:
i) to implement a cost effective and efficient new generation of solar dish-Stirling plant
based on hybridisation and efficient storage at the industrial scale and,
ii) to study compatibility of innovative power production units with the strict Radio
interference requirements of modern radio telescopes and related radio astronomy SKA-like
technologies.
Hence, at the system planning level, we must consider a combination of low-power computing,
efficient data storage, local data services, Smart Grid power management, and potential inclusion
of other non-grid sources like Renewable Energies in the form of heterogeneous system mix, and
a heterogeneous power mix at provision level.
The Bio-Stirling-4SKA (B4SKA) Consortium, with fourteen companies from six European countries,
led by Gonvarry (Spain) has performed the engineering, construction, assembly and experimental
exploitation, under contract with the European Commission for the Seventh Framework Program
(7FP) of a solar concentration system powering a set of demonstration astronomical EMBRACE MFAA antennas installed in Contenda Forest (Moura, Portugal). The power provision developed a
cost effective and efficient new generation of solar dish-Stirling plant based on hybridisation and
efficient storage at the industrial scale, combining solar concentration, gas and batteries for night
operations. The new plant achieved “first light” on 25th of April 2017, Freedom day in Portugal, by
providing about 4kw of power to a set of EMBRACE – MFAA antenna tiles. Astronomical institutes
were responsible for requirements, RFI measurements and deployment planning of the system.
Besides the testing of dispatchability and compatibility with a radio astronomical system, B4S
actually implemented the first world example of an hybrid concentrator engine, opening new
avenues for further innovations of green autonomous radio astronomical systems with greater
economic impact. See www.biostirling.com
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Figure 2 - Deploying antennas and measurement gear, 25 metres away from the
concentrator. We can see the power cable from the plant on the ground.
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Figure 3 - Left: Overview of the B4SKA site, before installing test equipment. The antenna
was installed at about 25 metre distance of the B4SKA solar concentrator. Right: The hybrid
Stirling engine was installed which enabled us to operate the B4SKA also during the cloudy
day.

Ciencia 2017 Meeting
SKA was featured prominently in the Ciência 2017 gathering in Portugal, the annual meeting of the
Portuguese science and technology community. The meeting, which celebrated the 20th
anniversary of Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) brought together more than 3000
researchers, entrepreneurs, politicians, and invited participants from all sectors of society and
personalities from main international research organisations like ESO, ESA, CERN and SKA, with
other major institutions in attendance. Ciência 2017 was supported by the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Higher Education, and it was organised by FCT in collaboration with Ciência Viva
- Agency for Science Education, and the Education and Science Committee of the Portuguese
Parliament. This year India was the guest country featuring its main Space Science and
Technology institutions.
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Portuguese Science Minister Manuel Heitor inaugurating Ciência 2017

SKA had an invited session to provide a broad update to the Portuguese general audience. It was
attended by astronomers, other scientists, policy makers, Portuguese government officials and the
curious public. The SKA Director-General, Prof. Philip Diamond, opened the session with a broad
highlight of the SKA scientific and programmatic timelines and the potential of Portuguese
participation within the SKA. It was followed by several talks about Portuguese contributions, from
the ENGAGE SKA Consortium, to Science with SKA Precursors like MeerKAT, up to technology
challenges in ICT and Energy.
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Minister Heitor (centre of the photo) experimenting the SKA Virtual Reality experience at the SKA
stand during Ciência 2017

Later, SKA compute and cyber-infrastructures and its connections to main global infrastructures
were also featured at the Ciencia 2017 InCODE 2020 sessions, the Portuguese agenda for digital
inclusion and R&D Information and Communication Technologies.

Report provided by Domingos Barbosa
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News From Spain
SKA-Link project
In April, the kick-off meeting of the SKA-Link project at the IAA-CSIC took place in Granada.
This project, officially called SKA-Link: combining knowledge to pioneer Big Data, is a 2-year project funded
by the I-LINK+2016 grant from CSIC and led by the AMIGA team (IAA-CSIC), that aims to create a deep
understanding of the best technical strategies for successfully exploiting the immense flow of science-ready
data that SKA will generate. For this purpose, the AMIGA team has taken advantage of its experience in eScience and SKA-SDP (SKA Science Data Processor) membership to establish collaboration between:
1) key members of the SDP consortium plus the ones involved in the design of the SKA Regional
Centres,
2) experts on cutting edge e-Science technologies for the scientific exploitation of DCIs (Distributed
Computing Infrastructures) and
3) Fujitsu Laboratories of Europe, with the goal of contributing to make SKA a reference, not only in
science and technology, but in the scientific methodology too.

Picture of the SKA-Link kick-off meeting. From left to right: Christopher Skipper (U. of Manchester), Robert
Simmonds (UCT), Peter Kacsuk (SZTAKI), Malcolm Atkinson (U. of Edinburgh), Rosie Bolton (U. of
Cambridge), Russell Taylor (IDIA), Michael Wise (ASTRON), Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro (IAA-CSIC), Yan
Grange (ASTRON), Susana Sánchez-Expósito (IAA-CSIC), Antxón Alberdi (IAA-CSIC), Antonio
Chrysostomou (SKAO), Amrey Krause (U. of Edinburgh), Jens Krüger (U. of Tübingen), Rosa Filgueira
(BGS), Julián Garrido (IAA-CSIC), Alessandro Spinuso (KNMI).
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Proposal for ESOF Conference 2018
As one more example of the concern and involvement IAA-CSIC has regarding e-Science and scientific
reproducibility as a fundamental aspect of the Scientific Method, the AMIGA team submitted a proposal to
the SKAO for the EuroScience Open Forum (ESOF) Conference 2018, focused on reproducible science
and new metrics in the era of Megascience infrastructures. The idea was accepted and a session called “Is
the current measure of excellence perverting Science? A Data deluge is coming, it is time to act” was
submitted by the SKAO for its evaluation. ESOF organisers will come back to session submitters in
October-November to update them on their submission. Fingers crossed...
New Industry Liaison Officer
Spain counts now with a new ILO nominated by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness: Javier
Echávarri, from the Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology (CDTI), being the new contact
point for the Spanish industry.
Outreach activities
SKA was presented by Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro (IAA-CSIC), coordinator of the Spanish participation in
the SKA, in the II Data Beer Granada. This event is meant to be an exchange of knowledge and activities
related to Big Data, explained in a relaxing place such as a pub while people are having a beer. In 7
minutes, the speakers had to explain the topic related to Big Data they were working on. It aroused a big
interest among the audience and participants. The event was a great success, reaching the capacity crowd
(~80 people) in attendance.
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Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro during her talk called “But… What does Jodie Foster have in common with Big
Data? The answer is SKA and it is not a type of music”.

Report provided by Marina Fernández-Peña Mollá (IAA-CSIC)
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